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(57)Abstract:

PROBLEM TO BE SOLVED: To reduce size and a manufacturing cost by

forming a part or the whole of a driving circuit inside a picture element

part.

SOLUTION: In a picture element part, a CMOS circuit formed of an (n)

channel type TFT 204 and a (p) channel type TFT 205 is formed under a

picture element electrode 49, and various elements, a driving circuit or a

signal processing part are formed with this CMOS circuit as a basic unit.

The driving circuit is a data signal driving circuit and a gate signal driving

circuit. With this constitution, since the elements and the driving circuit

are formed of the TFT formed under the picture element electrode 49 in I

respective picture elements and are formed inside the picture element

part as a whole, a dead space in the picture element part can be

effectively used. When forming a switching TFT 201 and a current

control TFT 202 of the (n) channel type TFT, an operation speed is

quickened, and since the size can be reduced, a dead space under the

picture element electrode 49 can be more effectively used.
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* NOTICES*
JPO and NCIPI are not responsible for any

damages caused by the use of this translation.

1.This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original

precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.1n the drawings, any words are not translated.

CLAIMS

[Claim(s)]

[Claim 1] EL display which is an EL display with which the pixel section and a drive circuit were formed

on the same substrate, and is characterized by forming some or all of said drive circuit in the interior of

said pixel section.

[Claim 2] It is EL display characterized by being EL display with which the pixel section and a drive

circuit were formed on the same substrate, and forming some or all of said drive circuit in the bottom of

the pixel electrode formed in said pixel section.

[Claim 3] EL display which is an EL display with which the pixel section, a drive circuit, and the signal-

processing section were formed on the same substrate, and is characterized by forming some or all of

said drive circuit, or a part or all of said signal-processing section in the interior of said pixel section.

[Claim 4] It is EL display characterized by being EL display with which the pixel section, a drive circuit,

and the signal-processing section were formed on the same substrate, and forming some or all of said

drive circuit, or a part or all of said signal-processing section in the bottom of the pixel electrode

formed in said pixel section.

[Claim 5] It is EL display characterized by connecting said pixel electrode with the cathode of an EL
element in any 1 of claim 1 thru/or claims 4.

[Claim 6] EL display characterized by including a shift register at least with said drive circuit in any 1 of

claim 1 thru/or claims 4.

[Claim 7] The electronic instrument characterized by having EL display indicated by any 1 of claim 1

thru/or claims 6.

[Translation done.]

* NOTICES *

JPO and NCIPI are not responsible for any

damages caused by the use of this translation.

1.This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original

precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.1n the drawings, any words are not translated.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]

[Field of the Invention] This invention relates to the electronic instrument (electron device) which has
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EL (electroluminescence) indicating equipment which made the semiconductor device (component using

a semi-conductor thin film) on the substrate, and was formed, and its EL indicating equipment as a

display display.

[0002]

[Description of the Prior Art] In recent years, on the substrate, the technique which forms TFT
progresses sharply and application development to a active-matrix mold display is furthered. Since

electric field effect mobility (micro FE) is higher than TFT which used the conventional amorphous

silicon film, high-speed operation is possible for especially TFT using the polish recon film. Therefore, it

is possible to perform control of a pixel in the drive circuit besides a substrate conventionally in the

drive circuit formed on the same substrate as a pixel.

[0003] Such a active-matrix mold display attracts attention noting that various advantages, such as

reduction of a manufacturing cost, a miniaturization of a display, a rise of the yield, and reduction of a

throughput, are acquired by making various circuits and components on the same substrate.

[0004] In the monolithic mold display which has the drive circuit which drives the pixel section and its

pixel section on the same substrate, since a drive circuit is formed around the pixel section, the

substrate size which needs only the part of a drive circuit becomes large rather than it forms only the

pixel section on a substrate. Therefore, the number of sheets of the display which can start the

monopoly area of a drive circuit from one substrate by how it is made small changes.

[0005] If the pixel section becomes the display of 1 inch or less of vertical angles especially, a drive

circuit will have to be carried on a very small substrate, and the monopoly area of a drive circuit will

affect substrate size greatly. However, the function of a drive circuit is the same irrespective of the size

of the pixel section, and in order to form the circuit of the same function in the narrower range, various

elements, such as improvement in a TFT property and a detailed-ized technique, can serve as a rate-

limiting point.

[0006]

[Problem(s) to be Solved by the Invention] This invention is made in view of the above-mentioned

trouble, and makes a technical problem further miniaturization of a active-matrix mold EL display, and

reduction of a manufacturing cost. And let further miniaturization of the electronic instrument (electron

device) which possesses such a active-matrix mold EL indicating equipment as a display for a display,

and reduction of a manufacturing cost be technical problems.

[0007]

[Means for Solving the Problem] In the active-matrix mold EL display, the EL element is prepared for

every pixel. An EL element here is a light emitting device which becomes in cathode, EL layer, and an

anode plate. The output light (henceforth EL light) of this EL element is outputted to either a substrate

side, or a substrate and the opposite side. This situation is shown in drawing 6 .

[0008] The structure of drawing 6 (A) is formed with the pixel electrode (anode plate) / EL layer / MgAg
electrode (cathode) with which an EL element becomes order by ITO (Indium Tin Oxide) from the

bottom. Moreover, the cathode itself has prepared the protection electrode (here aluminum electrode)

for assisting at the same time it protects the function of cathode, since it is thin. In this case, EL light is

outputted to the substrate side with which TFT was formed. Therefore, the part which has neither TFT
nor wiring in the bottom of it among the whole surface products of a pixel electrode serves as an

effective luminescence field.

[0009] On the other hand, the structure of drawing 6 (B) is formed with the pixel electrode / MgAg
electrode (cathode) / EL layer / ITO electrode (anode plate) to which an EL element becomes order by

the aluminum film from the bottom. In this case, since EL light does not penetrate a pixel electrode, it is

altogether outputted to the opposite side (top-face side of EL display) with a substrate. Therefore, the

whole surface product of a pixel electrode serves as an effective luminescence field.

[0010] As mentioned above, in the case of drawing 6 (A), it is important to form neither a component
nor wiring in the bottom of a pixel electrode as much as possible. However, in being drawing 6 (B), no
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matter what thing may be formed in the bottom of a pixel electrode, it is perfect dead space not related.

[0011] The main point of this invention aims at utilizing the dead space under a pixel electrode

effectively in the active-matrix mold EL indicating equipment which makes an EL element emit light by

method like drawing 6 (B). Specifically, the drive circuit for driving the pixel section is formed in the

bottom of the pixel electrode of each pixel arranged in the shape of a matrix in the pixel section.

Furthermore, not only a drive circuit but the other signal-processing sections (a subharmonics circuit, a

booster circuit, a gamma correction circuit, memory, or differential amplifying circuit) can be formed.

[0012] That is, conventionally, the circuit or component prepared around the pixel section is arranged to

the dead space of pixel circles, and effective use of substrate area is aimed at. In addition, as a

component prepared around the pixel section, the protection component for the cure against ESD
(electrostatic discharge) etc. shall be included.

[0013] Moreover, this invention is not applied only to a active-matrix mold EL display, has a drive circuit

on the same substrate, and can apply it also to EL display [ as / whose pixel section is a passive-matrix

mold ]. That is, in the pixel section, EL light is EL display with which a substrate is outputted to the

opposite side, and this invention is effective when other circuits or components are formed on a

substrate.

[0014]

[Embodiment of the Invention] The outline of cross-section, structure is first shown in drawing 1 about

the active-matrix mold EL display of this invention. In drawing 1 , it is the insulator layer (henceforth the

substrate film) from which 1 1 becomes a substrate and 12 becomes a substrate. As a substrate 1 1, a

glass substrate, a quartz substrate, a crystallization glass substrate, a ceramic substrate, a silicon

substrate, a metal substrate, or a plastic plate can be used.

[0015] Moreover, although especially the substrate film 12 is effective when using the substrate

containing movable ion, and the substrate which has conductivity, you may not prepare in a quartz

substrate. What is necessary is just to use the insulator layer containing silicon (silicon) as substrate

film 12. in addition, in this specification, "the insulator layer containing silicon" points out the insulator

layer in which predetermined came out of oxygen or nitrogen comparatively, and it was made to

specifically contain to silicon, such as oxidation silicon film, a silicon nitride film, or nitriding oxidation

silicon film (SiOxNyrx and y — the integer of arbitration — come out and shown).

[0016] 201 is TFT for switching, 202 is TFT for current control, and both are formed with the n channel

mold TFT here. For the electric field effect mobility of the n channel mold TFT, since it is larger than

the electric field effect mobility of the p channel mold TFT, a working speed is a sink and a cone about a

high current early. Moreover, TFT size can do the direction of the n channel mold TFT small also

passing the same amount of currents. Therefore, the direction which used the n channel mold TFT as

TFT for current control can utilize the dead space under a pixel electrode more effectively.

[0017] However, in this invention, it is also possible for it not to be necessary to limit TFT for switching

and TFT for current control to the n channel mold TFT, and to use the p channel mold TFT for both or

either one of the two.

[0018] TFT201 for switching has the drain wiring 22 in a barrier layer including the source field 13, the

drain field 14, the LDD fields 15a-15d, an isolation region 16, and the channel formation fields 17a and

17b, gate dielectric film 18, the gate electrodes 19a and 19b, the 1st interlayer insulation film 20, and

source wiring 21 list, and is formed in them, in addition, gate dielectric film 18 or the 1st interlayer

insulation film 20 — the total on a substrate — it may be common to TFT and you may make it differ

according to a circuit or a component

[0019] Moreover, the gate electrodes 19a and 19b are connected electrically, and TFT201 for switching

shown in drawing 2 has the so-called double-gate structure. Of course, you may be the so-called multi-

gate structures (structure containing the barrier layer which has two or more channel formation fields

connected to the serial), such as not only double-gate structure but triple gate structure.

[0020] Multi-gate structure is very effective when reducing the OFF state current of TFT, and if the
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OFF state current of TFT for switching is made low enough, it is also possible to consider as the

configuration which does not form a capacitor (capacitor for maintaining the gate voltage of TFT for

current control) in the drain of TFT for switching. Consequently, the further effective use of the dead

space in a pixel is attained.

[0021] Furthermore, in TFT201 for switching, the LDD fields 15a-15d are formed so that it may not lap

with the gate electrodes 19a and 19b through gate dielectric film 18. Such structure is very effective

when reducing the OFF state current. Moreover, what is necessary is just to set typically 0.5-3.5

micrometers (width of face) of LDD fields [ 15a-15d ] die length to 2.0-2.5 micrometers.

[0022] In addition, it is still more desirable to prepare an offset field (field where it becomes in the semi-

conductor layer of the same presentation as a channel formation field, and gate voltage is not

impressed) between a channel formation field and a LDD field, when lowering the OFF state current.

Moreover, in the case of the multi-gate structure of having two or more gate electrodes, the isolation

region 16 (field where the same impurity element was added by the same concentration as a source field

or a drain field) prepared between channel formation fields is effective for reduction of the OFF state

current.

[0023] Next, TFT202 for current control has the drain wiring 32 in a barrier layer including the source

field 26, the drain field 27, the LDD field 28, and the channel formation field 29, gate dielectric film 18,

the gate electrode 30, the 1st interlayer insulation film 20, and source wiring 31 list, and is formed in

them. In addition, although the gate electrode 30 has single gate structure, you may be multi-gate

structure.

[0024] The drain of TFT201 for switching is connected to the gate of TFT202 for current control.

Specifically, the gate electrode 30 of TFT202 for current control is electrically connected through the

drain field 14 of TFT201 for switching, and the drain wiring (said to be connection wiring) 22. Moreover,

source wiring 31 is connected to the current supply source line which supplies a predetermined

electrical potential difference.

[0025] Although it is a component for controlling the amount of currents poured into EL element 203, if

degradation of an EL element is taken into consideration, as for TFT202 for current control, it is not

desirable to pass not much many currents. Therefore, as for channel length (L), designing for a long time

is desirable so that a superfluous current may not flow to TFT202 for current control. It is made to be

desirably set to 0.5-2microper pixel A (preferably 1-1 .5microA).

[0026] When based on the above thing, as shown in drawing 9 , the channel length of TFT for switching

L1 (however, L1=L1a+L1b), When channel width was set to W1, channel length of TFT for current

control is set to L2 and channel width is set to W2, it is desirable that W1 sets to 0.1-5 micrometers

(typically 0.5-2 micrometers), and W2 sets to 0.5-10 micrometers (typically 2-5 micrometers). Moreover,
'

it is desirable that L1 sets to 0.2-18 micrometers (typically 2-15 micrometers), and L2 sets to 1-50

micrometers (typically 10-30 micrometers). However, this invention is not limited to the above numeric

value.

[0027] Moreover, EL indicating equipment shown in drawing 1 has the description also in the point of

having the field where the LDD field 28 was formed between the drain field 27 and the channel formation

field 29, and the LDD field 28 has lapped with the gate electrode 30 on both sides of gate dielectric film

18, and the field with which it has not lapped, in TFT202 for current control.

[0028] As for TFT202 for current control, it is desirable to take the cure against degradation by hot

carrier impregnation in order to make EL element 203 emit light and to pass comparatively many
currents. Moreover, in case black is displayed, TFT202 for current control is made into the OFF state,

but in that case, if the OFF state current is high, a beautiful black display will become impossible and

the fall of contrast etc. will be caused. Therefore, it is necessary to also suppress the OFF state current.

[0029] About degradation by hot carrier impregnation, it is known that the structure with which the LDD
field lapped to the gate electrode is very effective. However, since the OFF state current will increase if

the whole LDD field is kept in piles, these people have solved the cure against a hot carrier, and the
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* cure «against the OFF state current to coincidence according to the new structure of establishing in a

serial the LDD field which does not lap with a gate electrode in addition to the above-mentioned

structure.

[0030] What is necessary is just to set to 0.1-3 micrometers (preferably 0.3-1.5 micrometers) the die

length of the LDD field which lapped with the gate electrode at this time. If too long, parasitic

capacitance is enlarged, and if too short, the effectiveness of preventing a hot carrier will become weak.

Moreover, what is necessary is just to set to 1.0-3.5 micrometers (preferably 1.5-2.0 micrometers) the

die length of the LDD field which does not lap with a gate electrode. When too long, it becomes

impossible to pass sufficient current, and if too short, the effectiveness of reducing the OFF state

current will become weak.

[0031] Moreover, it is more desirable not to prepare between the source field 26 and the channel

formation field 29, since parasitic capacitance will be formed in the field with which the gate electrode

and the LDD field lapped in the above-mentioned structure. Since TFT for current control always has

the same direction where a carrier (here electron) flows, it is enough if the LDD field is established only

in the drain field side.

[0032] However, if the driver voltage (electrical potential difference built between a source field and a

drain field) of TFT202 for current control becomes less than [ 10V ], since hot carrier impregnation

stops almost becoming a problem, it can also omit the LDD field 28. In that case, a barrier layer consists

of the source field 26, a drain field 27, and a channel formation field 29.

[0033] Moreover, if the amount of currents which can be passed is seen from a viewpoint of making

[ many ] it, what thickness of the barrier layer (especially channel formation field) of TFT202 for current

control is thickened also for (preferably 50-1 OOnm, still more preferably 60-80nm) is effective. On the

contrary, in TFT201 for switching, if the OFF state current is seen from a viewpoint of making it small,

what thickness of a barrier layer (especially channel formation field) is made thin also for (preferably 20-

50nm, still more preferably 25-40nm) is effective.

[0034] Although the above explained the structure of TFT established in the pixel, in the same pixel, a

drive circuit (strictly a part of drive circuit) is also formed at coincidence at this time. The CMOS circuit

used as.the base unit which forms a drive circuit is illustrated by drawing 1 .

[0035] TFT which has the structure of reducing hot carrier impregnation is used as an n channel mold

TFT204 of a CMOS circuit, making it not reduce a working speed as much as possible in drawing 1 . In

addition, a drive circuit here points out a data signal drive circuit (a shift register, a level shifter, a buffer,

a latch, a D/A converter, and a sampling circuit are included) and a gate signal drive circuit (a shift

register, a level shifter, and a buffer are included). Of course, it is also possible to form other digital

disposal circuits (a subharmonics circuit, a booster circuit, a gamma correction circuit, memory, or

differential amplifying circuit).

[0036] In the LDD field 37, the barrier layer of the n channel mold 204 has lapped with the gate

electrode 39 on both sides of gate dielectric film 18 including the source field 35, the drain field 36, the

LDD field 37, and the channel formation field 38.

[0037] The consideration for not reducing a working speed forms the LDD field only in a drain field side.

Moreover, it is better for this n channel mold TFT204 to seldom have cared about the OFF state current

value, and to attach greater importance than to it to a working speed. Therefore, as for the LDD field 37,

it is desirable to keep in a gate electrode in piles completely, and to lessen a resistance component as

much as possible. Namely, it is better to abolish the so-called offset.

[0038] Moreover, since degradation by hot carrier impregnation hardly worries the p channel mold

TFT205 of a CMOS circuit, it is not necessary to prepare especially a LDD field. Therefore, as for a

barrier layer, on it, gate dielectric film 18 and the gate electrode 43 are formed including the source field

40, the drain field 41, and the channel formation field 42. Of course, it is also possible to prepare a LDD
field like the n channel mold TFT204, and to take the cure against a hot carrier.

[0039] Moreover, the n channel mold TFT204 and the p channel mold TFT205 are covered with the 1 st
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interlayer insulation film 20, respectively, and source wiring 44 and 45 is formed. Moreover, both are

electrically connected by the drain wiring 46.

[0040] 47 [ next, ] — the 1st passivation film — it is — thickness — 10nm - 1 micrometer (preferably

200-500nm) — then, it is good. As an ingredient, the insulator layer (the nitriding oxidation silicon film or

a silicon nitride film is especially desirable) containing silicon can be used. This passivation film 47 has

the role which protects formed TFT from alkali metal or moisture. Alkali metal, such as sodium, is

contained in EL layer finally prepared above TFT. That is, the 1st passivation film 47 works also as a

protective layer which does not make such alkali metal (movable ion) invade into the TFT side.

[0041] Moreover, 48 is the 2nd interlayer insulation film and has the function as flattening film to

perform flattening of the level difference made by TFT. As the 2nd interlayer insulation film 48, the

organic resin film is desirable and it is good to use polyimide, a polyamide, an acrylic, BCB (benz-cyclo-

butene), etc. These organic resin film tends to form a good flat side, and has the advantage that specific

inductive capacity is low. Since EL layer is very sensitive to irregularity, as for the level difference by

TFT, it is desirable to absorb almost with the 2nd interlayer insulation film. Moreover, when reducing the

parasitic capacitance formed between gate wiring, data wiring, and the cathode of an EL element, it is

desirable to prepare an ingredient with low specific inductive capacity thickly. Therefore, 0.5-5

micrometers (preferably 1.5-2.5 micrometers) of thickness are desirable.

[0042] Moreover, 49 is a pixel electrode which becomes by the electric conduction film of protection-

fronrHight nature, and after it opens a contact hole (puncturing) in the 2nd interlayer insulation film 48

and the 1st passivation film 47, it is formed so that it may connect with the drain wiring 32 of TFT202

for current control in the formed aperture. It seems that in addition, it will not invade into a barrier layer

via a pixel electrode even if the alkali metal of EL layer will diffuse the inside of a pixel electrode, if the

direct continuation of the pixel electrode 49 and the drain field 27 is made not to be carried out like

drawing 1 .

[0043] On the pixel electrode 49, the 3rd interlayer insulation film 50 which becomes by the oxidation

silicon film, the nitriding oxidation silicon film, or the organic resin film is formed at the thickness which

is 0.3-1 micrometer. That verge of opening is etched so that opening may be prepared by etching on the

pixel electrode 49 and this 3rd interlayer insulation film 50 may serve as a taper configuration. The

include angle of a taper is good to consider as 10-60 degrees (preferably 30-50 degrees).

[0044] Cathode 51 is formed on the 3rd interlayer insulation film 50. The ingredient which contains the

small magnesium (Mg), the lithium (Li), or calcium (calcium) of a work function as cathode 51 is used.

What is necessary is just to use the electrode which becomes preferably by MgAg (ingredient which

mixed Mg and Ag by Mg:Ag=10:1). A MgAgAI electrode, a LiAl electrode, and a LiFAl electrode are

mentioned to others.

[0045] The EL layer 52 is formed on cathode 51. At this time, it is required to consider as the condition

that formed the EL layer 52 so that it might become a larger pattern than cathode 51, and cathode 51

was completely covered in the EL layer 52. It can prevent cathode 51 connecting with the anode plate

formed behind too hastily by carrying out like this.

[0046] Moreover, as for cathode 51 and the EL layer 52, it is desirable to form continuously without

carrying out atmospheric-air release using the vacuum deposition machine of a multi chamber method

(it is also called a cluster tool method). This is for avoiding that the EL layer 52 deteriorates including

moisture. What is necessary is just to use a well-known technique about the formation approach of

cathode 51 and the EL layer 52.

[0047] For example, the cathode 51 corresponding to all pixels is first formed with the 1st mask, and,

subsequently EL layer of red luminescence is formed in the pixel corresponding to red with the 2nd

mask. And what is necessary is to shift controlling the 2nd mask to a precision and just to form EL layer

of green luminescence, and EL layer of blue luminescence one by one. In addition, although what is

necessary is just to shift the 2nd mask by such approach when the pixel corresponding to RGB is

located in a line in the shape of a stripe, in order to realize pixel structure called the so-called delta
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arrangement, the 4th mask may be separately used for EL layers of green luminescence the 3rd mask

and for EL layers of blue luminescence.

[0048] Moreover, although the above-mentioned explanation showed the example which forms EL layer

which emits light in each color with the vacuum deposition which used the mask, the ink jet method,

screen printing, or the ion plating method may be used. Moreover, a rib may be formed so that a pixel

may be surrounded, and EL layer of each color may be classified.

[0049] Furthermore, although the above-mentioned explanation showed the example which performs

color display using red, green, and blue three primary colors, as long as it is an EL display in which

monochromatic luminescence is shown, it may form extensively red and EL layer which shows

luminescence of either green or blue. Of course, it is also possible to form EL layer of white

luminescence and to consider as EL display of a monochrome display.

[0050] Although it is used by the monolayer or the laminated structure, since it is [ luminous efficiency ]

better to use the EL layer 51 by the laminated structure, it is desirable. Although generally formed on a

pixel electrode in order of a hole-injection layer / electron hole transportation layer / luminous layer /

electronic transportation layer, structure like an electron hole transportation layer / luminous layer /

electronic transportation layer or a hole-injection layer / an electron hole transportation layer /

luminous layer / electronic transportation layer / electron injection layer is sufficient. In this invention,

which well-known structure may be used and fluorescence coloring matter etc. may be doped to EL

layer.

[0051] As an organic electroluminescence ingredient, the ingredient indicated by the following United

States patents or open official reports can be used, for example. U.S. Pat. No. 4,356,429 U.S. Pat. No.

4,539,507, U.S. Pat. No. 4,720,432 U.S. Pat. No. 4,769,292, U.S. Pat. No. 4,885,211 U.S. Pat. No. 4,950,950,

U.S. Pat. No. 5,059,861 U.S. Pat. No. 5,047,687, U.S. Pat. No. 5,073,446 U.S. Pat. No. 5,059,862, U.S. Pat.

No. 5,061,617 U.S. Pat. No. 5,151,629, U.S. Pat. No. 5,294,869 U.S. Pat. No. 5,294,870, JP.10-189525.A,

JP.8-241048A JP,8-78159,A.

[0052] Specifically, the organic material as a hole-injection layer can use what is expressed with the

following general formulas.

[0053]

[Formula 1]

[0054] Q is N or C-R (chain) here, M is a metal, a metallic oxide, or a metal halogenide, R is hydrogen,

alkyl, an aralkyl, an allyl compound, or Al Khalil, and T1 and T2 are the partial saturation six membered
rings containing hydrogen, alkyl, or a substituent like a halogen.

[0055] Moreover, the organic material as an electron hole transportation layer can use an aromatic

series tertiary amine, and contains the tetra-allyl compound diamine preferably expressed with the

following general formulas.

T2 T1

T1 T2

[0056]

[Formula 2]
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[0057] Are is a propine group here, n is the integer of 1 to 4, and Ar, R7, R8, and R9 are the selected

allyl compound groups, respectively.

[0058] Moreover, the organic material as EL layer, an electronic transportation layer, or an electron

injection layer can use a metal oxy-NOIDO compound. What is necessary is just to use what is

expressed with the following general formulas as a metal oxy-NOIDO compound.

[0059]

Formula 3]

==* A I
— O-A I , /=

[0060] R2-R7 can be replaced and they can also use the following metal oxy-NOIDO compounds here.

[0061]

Li L2

A I —

O

\r Lt

L.5 |_4

[0062] R2-R7 are based on an above-mentioned definition here, and L1-L5 are a carbohydrate group

containing the carbon element of 1 to 12, and both L1 and L2, and L2 and L3 can form a benzoring.

Moreover, the following metal oxy-NOIDO compounds are sufficient.

[0063]

A I
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[0064] R2-R6 can be replaced here. Thus, the coordination compound which has organic ligand as an

organic electroluminescence ingredient is included. However, the above example is an example of the

organic electroluminescence ingredient which can be used as an EL ingredient of this invention, and

there is no need of limiting to this.

[0065] Moreover, a polymer system ingredient may be used as an EL ingredient. As a typical polymer

system ingredient, polymeric materials, such as a poly para-phenylene vinylene (PPV) system and the

poly fluorene system, are mentioned. In order to colorize, to red luminescent material, polyphenylene

vinylene and the poly alkyl phenylene are [ cyano polyphenylene vinylene and green luminescent material

/ polyphenylene vinylene and blue luminescent material ] desirable.

[0066] In addition, it roughly divides into EL display and there are four colorization means of displaying.

The method which forms three kinds of EL elements corresponding to R(red) G(green) B (blue), The

method which combined the method which combined the EL element and color filter of white

luminescence, blue, or the EL element and fluorescent substance (the color conversion layer of

fluorescence: CCM) of bluish green luminescence, the method which puts the EL element corresponding

to RGB on cathode (counterelectrode) using a transparent electrode,

[0067] The structure of drawing 1 is an example at the time of using the method which forms three

kinds of EL elements corresponding to RGB. In addition, although only one pixel is illustrated to drawing

1 , the pixel of the same structure is formed corresponding to each color of red, green, or blue, and,

thereby, color display can be performed. However, it is not concerned with a luminescence method, but

this invention can be carried out, and can use all the four above-mentioned methods for this invention.

[0068] In this way, if it forms to the EL layer 52, the anode plate 53 which becomes by the transparence

electric conduction film (oxide electric conduction film) will be formed on it. thickness — 80-300nm
(preferably 100-200nm) — then, it is good. In the case of this invention, since the light generated in EL
layer is outputted to above [ of drawing 1 ] (the direction of a substrate and the opposite side), if an

anode plate 53 is not transparent to the light emitted from the EL layer 52, it will be learned, and it is **.

[0069] In addition, in this specification, the light emitting device formed in cathode 51 (it may combine

with the pixel electrode 49 and you may consider cathode), the EL layer 52, and an anode plate 53 is

called an EL element. In drawing 1 , a sign 203 shows an EL element.

[0070] 54 [ moreover, ] — the 2nd passivation film — it is — thickness — 10nm - 1 micrometer

(preferably 200-500nm) — then, it is good. Although the purpose which forms the 2nd passivation film

54 has the main purpose which protects the EL layer 52 from moisture, it is also effective to give the

heat dissipation effectiveness. However, since EL layer is weak with heat as mentioned above, it is

desirable to form membranes if possible at low temperature (preferably temperature requirement from a

room temperature to 120 degrees C). Therefore, it can be said to be the membrane formation approach

that a plasma-CVD method, a spatter, vacuum evaporation technique, the ion plating method, or the

solution applying method (spin coating method) is desirable.

[0071] In this way, the pixel section of structure as shown in drawing 1 is completed. The CMOS circuit

which the pixel section of this invention becomes with the n channel mold TFT204 and the p channel

mold TFT205 is formed in the bottom of the pixel electrode 49, and various components as a base unit,

a drive circuit, or the signal-processing section is formed in this CMOS circuit. In addition, drawing 1

means that circuits prepared around the pixel section conventionally, such as a drive circuit, are formed

not in the semantics that the one CMOS circuit is formed in 1 pixel but in a pixel.

[0072] Therefore, conventionally, the component and drive circuit which were prepared around the pixel

section, or the signal-processing section is formed by TFT formed in the bottom of a pixel electrode in

each pixel, and is formed in the interior of the pixel section (inside of the pixel section) as a whole.

[0073] In addition, in a substrate and EL indicating equipment which makes light output to the opposite

side, the main point of this invention arranges the circuit or component prepared around the pixel

section to the dead space (under a pixel electrode) of pixel circles, and is in the point of aiming at

effective use of substrate area, conventionally. Therefore, it is not limited to the TFT structure of
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drawing 1 .

[0074] [Example 1] The example of this invention is explained using drawing 2 - drawing 5 . Here, how to

produce the pixel section shown in drawing 1 is explained. However, in order to simplify explanation,

suppose that the CMOS circuit which is a base unit is illustrated about a drive circuit.

[0075] First, as shown in drawing 2 (A), the substrate 501 which prepared the substrate film (not shown)

in the front face is prepared. On glass ceramics, as substrate film, the laminating of the nitriding

oxidation silicon film of 200nm thickness is carried out, and the nitriding oxidation silicon film of 100nm
thickness is used in this example. At this time, it is good to make into 10 - 25wt% nitrogen concentration

of the direction which touches a glass-ceramics substrate. Of course, a direct component may be

formed on a quartz substrate, without preparing the substrate film.

[0076] Next, the amorphous silicon film 502 with a thickness of 45nm is formed by the well-known

forming-membranes method on a substrate 501. In addition, what is necessary is just the semi-

conductor film (the microcrystal semi-conductor film is included) which does not need to limit to the

amorphous silicon film and includes amorphous structure. The compound semiconductor film which

furthermore includes the amorphous structure of the amorphous silicon germanium film etc. is sufficient.

[0077] The process from here to drawing 2 (C) can quote JP,10-247735,A by these people completely.

In this official report, the technique about the crystallization approach of the semi-conductor film of

having used elements, such as nickel, as a catalyst is indicated.

[0078] First, the protective coat 504 which has Openings 503a and 503b is formed. In this example, the

oxidation silicon film of 150nm thickness is used. And the layer (nickel content layer) 505 which contains

nickel (nickel) with a spin coat method is formed on a protective coat 504. What is necessary is just to

refer to said official report about formation of this nickel content layer.

[0079] Next, as shown in drawing 2 (B), 570-degree-C heat-treatment of 14 hours is added in an inert

atmosphere, and the amorphous silicon film 502 is crystallized. Under the present circumstances,

crystallization advances to a substrate and outline parallel with the fields (henceforth nickel addition

field) 506a and 506b as the starting point where nickel touched, and the polish recon film 507 which

becomes by the crystal structure which cylindrical crystals gathered and was located in a line is formed.

[0080] Next, as shown in drawing 2 (C), the element (preferably Lynn) which belongs to 15 groups by

using a protective coat 505 as a mask as it is is added to nickel addition fields 506a and 506b. In this

way, the fields (henceforth the Lynn addition field) 508a and 508b where Lynn was added are formed in

high concentration.

[0081] Next, as shown in drawing 2 (C), 600-degree-C heat-treatment of 12 hours is added in an inert

atmosphere, nickel which exists in the polish recon film 507 by this heat treatment will move, and as an

arrow head finally shows all for almost, it will be captured to the Lynn addition fields 508a and 508b. This

is considered to be a phenomenon by the gettering effectiveness of the metallic element (this example

nickel) by Lynn.

[0082] The concentration of nickel which remains into the polish recon film 509 according to this

process is reduced by even 2x1017 atoms/cm3 at least with the measured value by SIMS (mass

secondary ion analysis), although nickel is a lifetime killer for a semi-conductor, if until reduction is

carried out to this extent, it will not have a bad influence on a TFT property at all Moreover, since most

of this concentration is the measurement limitation of the present SIMS analysis, it is thought that it is

actual still lower concentration (three or less 2x1017 atoms/cm).

[0083] In this way, the polish recon film 509 reduced by even the level using a catalyst to which it

crystalizes and the catalyst does not give trouble to actuation of TFT is obtained. Then, the barrier

layers 510-513 using this polish recon film 509 are formed according to a patterning process. In addition,

it is good at this time to form the marker for performing mask alignment in next patterning using the

above-mentioned polish recon film. ( Drawing 2 (D))

[0084] Next, as shown in drawing 2 (E), the nitriding silicon oxide film of 50nm thickness is formed by the

plasma-CVD method, 950-degree-C heat-treatment of 1 hour is added in an oxidizing atmosphere on it,
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and a thermal oxidation process is performed. In addition, an oxygen ambient atmosphere is sufficient as

an oxidizing atmosphere, and the oxygen ambient atmosphere which added the halogen is sufficient as it.

[0085] At this thermal oxidation process, oxidation advances by the interface of a barrier layer and the

above-mentioned nitriding silicon oxide film, the polish recon film of about 15nm thickness oxidizes, and

the silicon oxide film of about 30nm thickness is formed. That is, the gate dielectric film 514 of 80nm
thickness with which it comes to carry out the laminating of the silicon oxide film of 30nm thickness and

the nitriding silicon oxide film of 50nm thickness is formed. Moreover, the thickness of barrier layers

510-513 is set to 30nm according to this thermal oxidation process.

[0086] Next, as shown in drawing 3 (A), the resist mask 515 is formed and the impurity element

(henceforth p mold impurity element) which gives p mold through gate dielectric film 514 is added. Boron

or a gallium can be used for the element and type target which belong to 13 groups typically as a p mold

impurity element. This process (it is called a channel dope process) is a process for controlling the

threshold electrical potential difference of TFT.

[0087] In addition, in this example, boron is added by the ion doping method which carried out plasma

excitation without carrying out mass separation of the diboron hexahydride (B-2 H6). Of course, the ion

implantation method for performing mass separation may be used. The impurity ranges 516-518 which

contain boron according to this process by the concentration of 1x1015 - 1x1018 atoms/cm3 (typically

5x1016 - 5x1017 atoms/cm3) are formed.

[0088] Next, as shown in drawing 3 (B), the resist masks 519a and 519b are formed, and the impurity

element (henceforth n mold impurity element) which gives n mold through gate dielectric film 514 is

added. In addition, Lynn or arsenic can be used for the element and type target which belong to 15

groups typically as an n mold impurity element. In addition, in this example, Lynn is added by the

concentration of 1x1018 atoms/cm3 using the plasma doping method which carried out plasma

excitation without carrying out mass separation of the phosphoretted hydrogen (PH3). Of course, the ion

implantation method for performing mass separation may be used.

[0089] In n mold impurity ranges 520 and 521 formed of this process, a dose is adjusted so that n mold

impurity element may be contained by the concentration of 2x1016 - 5x1019 atoms/cm3 (typically

5x1 01 7 - 5x1 01 8 atoms/cm3).

[0090] Next, as shown in drawing 3 (C), the activation process of added n mold impurity element and p

mold impurity element is performed. Although it js not necessary to limit an activation means, since gate

dielectric film 514 is formed, the furnace annealing treatment using an electric heat furnace is desirable.

Moreover, since the damage may be given to the barrier layer / gate-dielectric-film interface of the part

which serves as a channel formation field at the process of drawing 6 (A), it is desirable to heat-treat at

as high temperature as possible.

[0091] Since heat-resistant high glass ceramics are used in the case of this example, the furnace

annealing treatment of 800-degree-C 1 hour performs an activation process. In addition, you may
oxidize thermally by making a processing ambient atmosphere into an oxidizing atmosphere, and may
heat-treat by the inert atmosphere.

[0092] The boundary section (joint) with the field (p mold impurity range formed at the process of

drawing 3 R> 3 (A)) which has not added n mold impurity element which exists in the edge of n mold

impurity ranges 520 and 521, i.e., the perimeter of n mold impurity ranges 520 and 521, according to this

process becomes clear. This means that a LDD field and a channel formation field can form a very good

joint, when TFT is completed behind.

[0093] Next, patterning of the electric conduction film of 200-400nm thickness is formed and carried out,

and the gate electrodes 522-525 are formed. In addition, although a gate electrode may be formed by

the electric conduction film of a monolayer, it is desirable to consider as cascade screens, such as a

bilayer and three layers, if needed. The electric conduction film well-known as an ingredient of a gate

electrode can be used. ( Drawing 3 (D))

[0094] Specifically A tantalum (Ta), titanium (Ti), molybdenum (Mo), A tungsten (W), chromium (Cr), the
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film that becomes by the element chosen from the silicon (Si) which has conductivity, or the film (typical

— the tantalum nitride film and the nitriding tungsten film —) which becomes with the nitride of said

element The titanium nitride film, the alloy film (typically a Mo-W alloy, a Mo-Ta alloy) which combined

said element, or the silicide film (typically tungsten silicide film, titanium silicide film) of said element can

be used. Of course, it may use by the monolayer, or a laminating may be carried out and you may use,

[0095] In this example, the cascade screen which becomes by the nitriding tungsten (WN) film of 50nm
thickness and the tungsten (W) film of 350nm thickness is used. What is necessary is just to form this

by the spatter. Moreover, if inert gas, such as Xe and Ne, is added as sputtering gas, film peeling by

stress can be prevented.

[0096] Moreover, at this time, the gate electrodes 523 and 525 are formed so that it may lap on both

sides of gate dielectric film 514 with a part of n mold impurity ranges 520 and 521, respectively. This

overlapping part serves as a LDD field which lapped with the gate electrode behind. In addition, although

the gate electrode 524 is visible to two in a cross section, it is connected electrically in practice.

[0097] Next, as shown in drawing 4 (A), n mold impurity element (this example Lynn) is added in self

align by using the gate electrodes 522-525 as a mask. In this way, in the impurity ranges 526-532

formed, it adjusts so that Lynn may be added by the concentration of 1 / 2 - 1/10 of n mold impurity

ranges 520 and 521 (typically 1 / 3 - 1/4). Specifically, the concentration of 1x1016 - 5x1018

atoms/cm3 (typically 3x1017 - 3x1018 atoms/cm3) is desirable.

[0098] Next, as shown in drawing 4 (B), the resist masks 533a~533d are formed for a gate electrode etc.

in a wrap form, and the impurity ranges 534-540 which add n mold impurity element (this example Lynn),

and include Lynn in high concentration are formed. It carries out by the ion doping method for having

used phosphoretted hydrogen (PH3) also here, and the concentration of Lynn of this field is adjusted so

that it may become 1x1020 - 1x1021 atoms/cm3 (typically 2x1020 - 5x1020 atoms/cm3).

[0099] Although the source field or drain field of the n channel mold TFT is formed of this process, TFT
for switching leaves a part of n mold impurity ranges 529-531 formed at the process of drawing 4 (A).

This left-behind field is equivalent to the LDD fields 15a-15d of TFT for switching in drawing 1 .

[0100] Next, as shown in drawing 4 (C), the resist masks 533a~533d are removed, and the resist mask

541 is newly formed. And p mold impurity element (this example boron) is added, and the impurity ranges

542 and 543 which contain boron in high concentration are formed. Here, boron is added so that it may
become 3x1020 - 3x1021 atoms/cm3 (typically 5x1020 - 1x1021 atoms/cm3 NO) concentration by the

ion doping method for having used diboron hexahydride (B-2 H6).

[0101] In addition, although Lynn is already added by impurity ranges 542 and 543 by the concentration

of 1x1016 - 5x1018 atoms/cm3, the boron added here is added by the concentration of at least 3 times .

or more. Therefore, it is completely reversed to P type, and the impurity range of n mold currently

formed beforehand functions as an impurity range of P type.

[0102] Next, as shown in drawing 4 (D), after removing the resist mask 541, the 1st interlayer insulation

film 544 is formed. What is necessary is just to use the cascade screen which used the insulator layer

containing silicon by the monolayer as the 1st interlayer insulation film 544, or was combined in it.

Moreover, thickness is just 400nm - 1.5 micrometers. In this example, it considers as the structure

which carried out the laminating of the oxidation silicon film of 800nm thickness on the nitriding

oxidation silicon film of 200nm thickness.

[0103] Then, n mold or p mold impurity element added by each concentration is activated. As an

activation means, the furnace annealing method is desirable. In this example, 550 degrees C and heat

treatment of 4 hours are performed among nitrogen-gas-atmosphere mind in an electric heat furnace.

[0104] Furthermore, in the ambient atmosphere containing 3 - 100% of hydrogen, heat treatment of 1
-

12 hours is performed at 300-450 degrees C, and a hydrogen treating is performed. This process is a

process which carries out hydrogen termination of the azygos joint hand of the semi-conductor film by

the hydrogen excited thermally. As other means of hydrogenation, plasma hydrogenation (the hydrogen

excited by the plasma is used) may be performed.
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• [0106] In addition, a hydrogen treating may be put in while forming the 1st interlayer insulation film 544.

That is, after forming the nitriding oxidation silicon film of 200nm thickness, a hydrogen treating may be

performed as mentioned above, and it may remain after that, and the oxidation silicon film of 800nm
thickness may be formed.

[0106] Next, as shown in drawing 5 (A), a contact hole is formed to the 1st interlayer insulation film 544,

and source wiring 545-548 and the drain wiring 549-551 are formed. In addition, in this example, it

considers as the cascade screen of the three-tiered structure which carried out the aluminum film

which contains [ this electrode ] 100nm and titanium for the titanium film by 300nm, and carried out

continuation formation of the 150nm of the titanium film by the spatter. Of course, other electric

conduction film is sufficient.

[0107] Next, the 1st passivation film 552 is formed by the thickness of 50-500nm (typically 200-300nm).

In this example, the nitriding silicon oxide film of 300nm thickness is used as the 1st passivation film 552.

A silicon nitride film may be substituted for this.

[0108] At this time, it is effective to perform plasma treatment using the gas which contains H2 and

NH3 grade hydrogen in advance of formation of the nitriding silicon oxide film. The membraneous quality

of the 1st passivation film 552 is improved because the hydrogen excited by this pretreatment heat-

treats by supplying the 1st interlayer insulation film 544. Since the hydrogen added by the 1st interlayer

insulation film 544 at it and coincidence is spread in a lower layer side, a barrier layer can be

hydrogenated effectively.

[0109] Next, as shown in drawing 5 (B), the 2nd interlayer insulation film 553 which consists of organic

resin is formed. As organic resin, polyimide, an acrylic, BCB (benz-cyclo-butene), etc. can be used.

Since especially the 2nd interlayer insulation film 553 needs to carry out flattening of the level

difference which TFT forms, its acrylic film excellent in surface smoothness is desirable. At this example,

the acrylic film is formed by the thickness of 2.5 micrometers.

[0110] Next, the contact hole which reaches the drain wiring 551 is formed in the 2nd interlayer

insulation film 553 and the 1st passivation film 552, and the pixel electrode 554 is formed. In this

example, the aluminium alloy film (aluminum film containing 1wt% titanium) of 200nm thickness is formed

as a pixel electrode 554.

[01 1 1] Next, the insulator layer (this example oxidation silicon film) containing silicon is formed in the

thickness of 500nm, opening is formed in the location corresponding to the pixel electrode 554, and the

3rd interlayer insulation film 555 is formed. In case opening is formed, it can consider as the side

attachment wall of a taper configuration easily by using the wet etching method. If the side attachment

wall of opening is not fully gently-sloping, degradation of EL layer resulting from a level difference will

pose a remarkable problem.

[01 12] Next, continuation formation of cathode (MgAg electrode) 556 and the EL layer 557 is carried out

without carrying out atmospheric-air release using a vacuum deposition method. In addition, what is

necessary is just to set to 80-200nm (typically 100-120nm) thickness whose thickness of cathode 556

is 180-300nm (typically 200-250nm) and the EL layer 557.

[01 13] At this process, cathode 556 is first formed one by one to the pixel corresponding to red, the

pixel which corresponds green, and the pixel which corresponds blue. At this time, if patterning of the

cathode 556 is carried out, atmospheric-air release will have to be carried out, and continuation

formation with EL layer formed in a degree will become impossible. Therefore, as for cathode 556, it is

desirable to patternize physically with the vacuum deposition method which used the metal mask etc. at

the time of membrane formation.

[01 14] And the EL layer 557 which emits light in each color with a vacuum deposition method in a form

which covers the cathode 556 established in each pixel is formed, however, the ** which does not use a

photolithography technique since EL layer is lacking in the resistance over a solution — each color — it

must form individually. Then, it hides except a desired pixel using a metal mask etc., and forms

alternatively.
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[01 15] That is, the mask which hides except [ all ] the pixel corresponding to red first is set, and EL
layer and cathode of red luminescence are alternatively formed using the mask. Subsequently, the mask

which hides except [ all ] the pixel which corresponds green is set, and EL layer and cathode of green

luminescence are alternatively formed using the mask. Subsequently, the mask which hides except [ all ]

the pixel which corresponds blue similarly is set, and EL layer and cathode of blue luminescence are

alternatively formed using the mask. In addition, the same mask may be used about although it has

indicated that a mask which is altogether different here is used.

[01 16] It becomes possible to form continuously without carrying out atmospheric-air release of the

formation approach which is patternized using a vacuum deposition method at the time of membrane

formation like this example, then cathode 556 and the EL layer 557, and the luminous efficiency of an EL
element can be raised.

[01 17] In addition, an ingredient well-known as an EL layer 557 can be used. As a well-known ingredient,

when driver voltage is taken into consideration, it is desirable to use an organic material. For example,

what is necessary is just to let 4 layer structures which become in a hole-injection layer, an electron

hole transportation layer, a luminous layer, and an electron injection layer be EL layers. Moreover,

although this example shows the example which used the MgAg electrode as cathode of an EL element,

you may be other well-known ingredients.

[01 18] Next, the anode plate 558 which covers the EL layer 557 and becomes by the transparence

electric conduction film is formed. In this example, the indium oxide tin (ITO) film is formed in the

thickness of 110nm, patterning is performed, and it considers as an anode plate. Moreover, the

transparence electric conduction film and tin oxide which mixed 2 - 20% of zinc oxide (ZnO) may be

used for indium oxide.

[01 19] The 2nd passivation film 559 which becomes the last with a silicon nitride film is formed in the

thickness of 300nm. The EL layer 557 is protected from moisture etc. with this 2nd passivation film 559.

Moreover, the role which misses the heat generated in the EL layer 557 is also played.

[0120] In this way, the active-matrix mold EL display of structure as shown in drawing 5 (C) is

completed. In addition, the making process of this example is only an example. For example, although the

semi-conductor film which serves as a barrier layer with the means indicated by JP,10-247735,A is

formed in this example, other well-known means may be used.

[0121] Moreover, arrangement of a LDD field etc. does not need to show a desirable example and does

not need to limit it to the structure of this example. However, also when using the polish recon film as a

barrier layer, raising dependability and employing the advantage using the polish recon film as a barrier

layer efficiently, the structure of this example is desirable.

[0122] [Example 2] When completing to drawing 5 (C) according to an example 1, it is desirable to carry

out packaging (enclosure) by housing material, such as airtight high protection films (a laminate film,

ultraviolet-rays hardening resin film, etc.) and a sealing can made from the ceramics, so that it may not

be further put to the open air. In that case, the interior of housing material is made into an inert

atmosphere, or the dependability (life) of EL layer improves by arranging a hygroscopic material (for

example, barium oxide) inside.

[0123] Moreover, if processing of packaging etc. raises airtightness, the connector (flexible print circuit:

FPC) for connecting the terminal and external signal terminal which were taken about from the

component formed on the substrate or the circuit will be attached, and it will complete as a product. EL
indicating equipment changed into such a condition that it can ship is called EL module in this

specification.

[0124] The configuration of EL module of this invention is explained here using drawing 7 R> 7 (A) and

(B). On the substrate 701, the pixel section 702, the gate signal side drive circuit 703, the data signal

side drive circuit 704, and the signal-processing section (circuit groups other than drive circuits, such as

a subharmonics circuit and a booster circuit) 705 are formed. In this invention, the gate signal side drive

circuit 703, the data signal side drive circuit 704, or the signal-processing section 705 is formed in the
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interior of the pixel section (inside). Moreover, although not illustrated, various wiring from each drive

circuit or the signal-processing section results in FPC706, and is connected to an external instrument.

[0125] As the pixel section is surrounded at this time, the housing material 707 is formed. In addition,

outside the pixel section 702, rather than ** (height), inside dimension (depth) is the configuration or the

sheet configuration of having a large crevice, and the housing material 707 is formed by the transparent

member.

[0126] Moreover, as shown in drawing 7 (B), as the housing material 707 forms a closed space 709 in

collaboration with a substrate 701, it fixes to a substrate 701 with adhesives 708. At this time, an EL

element will be in the condition of having been completely enclosed with said closed space, and will be

completely intercepted from the open air. In addition, two or more housing material 707 may be formed.

[0127] Moreover, insulating matter of the quality of the material of the housing material 707, such as

glass and a polymer, is desirable. For example, amorphous glass (borosilicate salt glass, quartz, etc.),

crystallization glass, ceramic glass, organic system resin (acrylic resin, styrene resin, polycarbonate

system resin, epoxy system resin, etc.), and silicone system resin are mentioned.

[0128] Moreover, the quality of the material of adhesives 708 can use adhesives, such as epoxy system

resin and acrylate system resin. Furthermore, thermosetting resin and a photo-setting resin can also be

used as adhesives. However, it is required to be the quality of the material which does not penetrate

oxygen and moisture as much as possible.

[0129] Furthermore, as for the opening 709 between the housing material 707 and a substrate 701, it is

desirable to be filled up with inert gas (an argon, helium, nitrogen, etc.). Moreover, it is possible not only

gas but to use inactive liquids (representing [ by the perfluoro alkane ] liquefied fluorination carbon etc.).

It is good with an ingredient which is used by JP,8-7851 9,A about the inactive liquid.

[0130] Moreover, it is also effective to prepare a drying agent in an opening 709. An ingredient which is

indicated by JP.9-148066.A as a drying agent can be used. What is necessary is typically, just to use the

barium oxide.

[0131] Moreover, two or more pixels which have the EL element isolated separately are prepared in the

pixel section, and they all have the anode plate 710 as a common electrode. An anode plate 710 is

connected to the I/O wiring 713 in the field shown by 71 1 through the connection wiring 712 which

becomes with the same ingredient as a pixel electrode. The I/O wiring 713 is wiring for giving a

predetermined electrical potential difference to an anode plate 710, and is connected to FPC706
through the conductive paste 714.

[0132] Here explains the making process for realizing contact structure in a field 71 1 using drawing 8 .

[0133] First, the condition of drawing 5 (A) is acquired according to the process of an example 1. At this

time, in the contact section (field shown by 71 1 in drawing 7 (B)) in a substrate edge, the 1st interlayer

insulation film 544 and gate dielectric film 514 are removed, and the I/O wiring 713 is formed on it. Of

course, it is formed in the source wiring, drain wiring, and coincidence of drawing 5 (A). ( Drawing 8 (A))

[0134] Next, in case the 2nd interlayer insulation film 553 and the 1st passivation film 552 are etched in

drawing 5 (B), the field shown by 801 is removed and an aperture 802 is' formed. And as an aperture 802

is covered, the connection wiring 712 is formed. Of course, this connection wiring 712 is formed in the

pixel electrode 554 and coincidence in drawing 5 (B). ( Drawing 8 (B))

[0135] In the pixel section, the formation process (formation process of the 3rd interlayer insulation film,

cathode, and EL layer) of an EL element is performed in this condition. Under the present circumstances,

in the field shown in drawing 8 , the 3rd interlayer insulation film and an EL element are made not to be

formed using a mask etc. And after forming the EL layer 557, an anode plate 558 is formed using another

mask. Thereby, an anode plate 558 and the I/O wiring 713 are electrically connected through the

connection wiring 712. Furthermorer the 2nd passivation film 559 is formed and the condition of drawing

8 (C) is acquired.

[0136] Contact structure of the field shown by 71 1 of drawing 7 (B) according to the above process is

realized. And the I/O wiring 713 is a clearance (however, it fills up with adhesives 708.) between the
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housing material 707 and a substrate 701. That is, the thickness which can fully carry out flattening of

the level difference of I/O wiring is required for adhesives 708. It passes and connects with FPC706. In

addition, since the part in which adhesives 708 are formed is pressed with the housing material 707 and

a substrate 701, if a component and a circuit exist, it may be destroyed, but it will be satisfactory, if it

becomes as wiring passes like drawing 7 (B).

[0137] In addition, the production approach of the active-matrix mold EL display shown in this example

should just follow an example 1.

[0138] [Example 3] This example explains the cross-section structure of the pixel section in the active-

matrix mold EL display of this invention using drawing 10 . In addition, in drawing 10 , the same sign as

drawing 1 is quoted about the same part as drawing 1 .

[0139] In drawing 10 , 1001 is a current supply source line and is connected to the source field of TFT
for current control (not shown). Moreover, 1002 is data wiring and is connected to the source field of

TFT for switching (not shown).

[0140] Between the pixels which adjoin in a direction parallel to gate wiring, the above-mentioned

current supply source line 1001 and the data wiring 1002 exist. Therefore, in order to connect mutually

TFT for drive circuits (TFT which forms a part of drive circuit) formed in a different pixel, the current

supply source line 1001 and the data wiring 1002 will be straddled.

[0141] In this case, an approach as shown in this example is mentioned. Blindness in one eye is a

method which forms the 1st connection wiring 1003 in the gate electrodes 39 and 43 and coincidence,

and passes through the bottom of data wiring etc. with this 1st connection wiring 1003. In this example,

in order to connect the current supply source line 1001 and CMOS-circuit 1000b, this method is used.

[0142] Moreover, the second forms the 2nd connection wiring 1004 and they are a method over the

current supply source line 1001 and/or the data wiring 1002 by this 1st connection wiring 1004. In this

example, in order to connect CMOS-circuit 1000a and CMOS-circuit 1000b, this method is used.

[0143] In this case, what is necessary is just to form not a pixel electrode but the 2nd connection wiring

1004 in the process of drawing 5 (B), after opening a contact hole in the 2nd interlayer insulation film

553. And what is necessary is to form a wrap interlayer insulation film for the 2nd connection wiring

1004 next, to open a contact hole and just to form a pixel electrode.

[0144] In addition, you may be a separate layer although the current supply source line 1001 and the

data wiring 1002 are formed in the same layer in this example. Namely, what is necessary is just to form

the current supply source line 1001 or the data wiring 1002 in the layer of the 2nd connection wiring

1004 of drawing 1

0

. In that case, what is necessary is just to form the 2nd connection wiring in the

same layer as gate wiring, in order to exceed a current supply source line and data wiring.

[0145] As mentioned above, in this example, the description is in the point that this overcomes the

above-mentioned current supply source line and data wiring, using connection wiring formed in a

different layer from a current supply source line and data wiring. Wiring prepared in the layer between

the same wiring as gate wiring or data wiring, and a pixel electrode as connection wiring of this example

can be used.

[0146] In addition, the structure of this example is easily producible if an example 1 is referred to.

Moreover, it is possible to carry out combining the configuration of this example to EL display shown in

the example 2.

[0147] [Example 4] This example explains the example at the time of forming a drive circuit in a pixel

using the configuration of an example 3. Specifically, the example in which the shift register was formed

to the interior of the pixel section (inside) is shown.

[0148] The plan and drawing 1

1

(B) which expanded 1 pixel in which drawing 1

1

(A) has the pixel section

are the circuit diagram. TFT201 for switching and TFT202 for current control are equivalent to TFT of

the same sign of drawing 1 . 1 101 is retention volume and plays the role which carries out one-frame

period maintenance of the electrical potential difference concerning the gate of TFT202 for current

control. However, if the OFF state current of TFT is reduced as much as possible by making TFT201 for
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• switching into multi-gate structure, it is also possible to omit retention volume 1 101.

[0149] In this example, this retention volume 1 101 is formed between the gate electrode of TFT202 for

current control, and the current supply source line 1 102. Of course, capacity may be formed between

the source field of TFT for current control, and the gate electrode (gate wiring is also included) of

TFT202 for current control.

[0150] Moreover, in the pixel, some shift registers (flip-flop circuit) are shown, and one flip-flop circuit is

formed by three, an inverter 1 103 and clocked inverters 1 104 and 1 105. As for the actual shift register,

this flip-flop circuit is connected to the serial.

[0151] Moreover, the cathode signal with which a gate signal and Vs are given to a source signal (data

signal), and Vg gives Vdd1 (current supply source line 1 102) to the cathode of EL element 203, and Vck

of a clock signal (what has attached the bar on Vck means the reversal signal of Vck), and Vdd2 are

[ the forward side signal of a clocked inverter and Vdd3 ] the negative side signals of a clocked inverter.

In addition, touch-down potential is given to Vdd1 in this example.

[0152] With structure like this example, one flip-flop circuit is formed in 1 pixel, and it is prepared in the

adjoining pixel, and connects with an another flip-flop circuit and an another serial. And what is

necessary is just to use the connection wiring 1 106-1 1 15 as shown by 1004 in drawing 10 , when Vck

etc. straddles between pixels.

[0153] In addition, the connection wiring 1114 and 1115 may be formed in data wiring, a current supply

source line, and coincidence. Namely, if it is not the same layer in case it crosses, when it will be

satisfactory and a certain wiring will straddle other wiring, an operation person should just design

suitably in which layer other wiring is formed.

[0154] In addition, it combines with any configuration of examples 1-3 freely, and the configuration of

this example can be carried out.

[0155] [Example 5] This example explains an example at the time of making pixel structure of a active-

matrix mold EL display into structure which is different in an example 4. Specifically in the pixel

structure shown in drawing 1

1

R> 1, an example which shall be different in the ingredient of gate wiring

is shown in drawing 12 . In addition, only a part which is different since drawing 12 is almost the same as

the structure of drawing 1

1

is explained.

[0156] In addition, in this example, the OFF state current is set to 10 or less (preferably 1 or less pA)

pAs by making TFT for switching into triple gate structure. Therefore, the retention volume 1 101 shown

in drawing 1

1

R> 1 is omitted.

[0157] In drawing 12 , 61a~61c are the gate electrode of an example 1, and the gate electrode similarly

formed by the cascade screen of the nitriding tungsten film and the tungsten film. Although these are

good also as a pattern isolated respectively as shown in drawing 12 , and it is good also as a pattern

connected electrically respectively, when formed, it is in floating electrically.

[0158] As gate electrodes 61a-61c, other electric conduction film, such as a cascade screen of the

tantalum nitride film and the tantalum film and alloy film of molybdenum and a tungsten, may be used.

However, it is desirable that it is the film excellent in the workability which can form the detailed line

breadth of 3 micrometers or less (preferably 2 micrometers or less). Moreover, it is desirable that it is

not the film containing an element which diffuses gate dielectric film and invades into a barrier layer.

[0159] on the other hand — as the gate wiring 62 — the gate electrodes 61a-61c — low — the alloy

film which uses as a principal component the electric conduction film [ **** ], the alloy film which uses

aluminum as a principal component typically, and copper is used. Especially detailed workability is not

required of the gate wiring 62. Moreover, since it does not lap with a barrier layer, even if aluminum and

copper which are easy to diffuse the inside of an insulator layer are included, a problem does not

become.

[0160] What is necessary is just to perform an activation process, before forming the 1st interlayer

insulation film 544 in the process of drawing 4 R> 4 of an example 1 (D) when considering as the

structure of this example. In this case, although heat treatment will be added where it is exposed of the
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gate -electrodes 61a-61c, to the part which heat-treats by the ambient atmosphere inactive enough and

the inert atmosphere whose oxygen density is 1 ppm or less preferably, the gate electrodes 61a-61c do

not oxidize. As [ cover / namely, / by the insulator layer (oxide film) / the difficulty of that resistance

also increases by oxidation thru/or removal ]

[0161] And what is necessary is to form the electric conduction film which uses aluminum or copper as

a principal component, and just to form the gate wiring 62 by patterning, if an activation process is

completed. At this time, good ohmic contact is secured in the part of the gate electrodes 61a-61c and

the gate wiring 62 which contacts, and it becomes possible to apply predetermined gate voltage to the

gate electrodes 61a-61c.

[0162] It is very effective to reduce wiring resistance of gate wiring as much as possible according to

structure like this example, when reducing wiring delay. In addition, the pixel structure shown in drawing

12 in this example does not limit this invention at all, and is only a desirable example. Moreover, it

combines with any configuration of examples 1-3 freely, and this example can be carried out.

[0163] [Example 6] In the structure shown in drawing 1 , it is effective to use the high ingredient of the

heat dissipation effectiveness as substrate film 12 prepared between a barrier layer and a substrate 11.

Especially, in order that TFT for current control may pass comparatively many currents over long

duration, it is easy to generate heat, and degradation by self-generation of heat can pose a problem. In

such a case, the substrate film can control the heat deterioration of TFT by having the heat dissipation

effectiveness like this example.

[0164] The insulator layer which contains at least one element chosen from B (boron), C (carbon), and N
(nitrogen) and at least one element chosen from aluminum (aluminum), Si (silicon), and P (Lynn) as a

translucency ingredient with the heat dissipation effectiveness is mentioned.

[0165] For example, it is possible to use the nitride of the aluminum represented by alumimium nitride

(AlxNy), the carbide of the silicon represented by silicon carbide (SixCy), the nitride of the silicon

represented by silicon nitride (SixNy), the nitride of the boron represented by boron nitride (BxNy), and

the phosphide of the boron represented by boron phosphide (BxPy). Moreover, the oxide of the

aluminum represented by the aluminum oxide (AlxOy) is excellent in translucency, and thermal

conductivity is 20Wm-1K-1, and it can be said to be one of the desirable ingredients. In addition, in the

above-mentioned translucency ingredient, x and y are the integers of arbitration.

[0166] Moreover, other elements are also combinable with the above-mentioned compound. For example,

it is also possible to add nitrogen to an aluminum oxide and to use the nitriding aluminum oxide shown by

AINxOy. There is effectiveness which prevents invasion of not only the heat dissipation effectiveness

but moisture, alkali metal, etc. also in this ingredient. In addition, in the above-mentioned nitriding

aluminum oxide, x and y are the integers of arbitration.

[0167] Moreover, the ingredient indicated by JP,62-90260,A can be used, that is, the insulator layer

(however, M — rare earth elements — at least — a kind and at least one element preferably chosen

from Ce (cerium), Yb (ytterbium), Sm (samarium), Er (erbium), Y (yttrium), La (lanthanum), Gd
(gadolinium), Dy (dysprosium), and Nd (neodium)) containing Si, aluminum, N, O, and M can also be used.

There is effectiveness which prevents invasion of not only the heat dissipation effectiveness but

moisture, alkali metal, etc. also in these ingredients.

[0168] Moreover, the carbon film which contains at least a diamond thin film or the amorphous carbon

film (called what has a near property, diamond-like carbon, etc. to especially a diamond.) can also be

used. These have very high thermal conductivity and are very effective as a heat dissipation layer.

However, since brown will be worn and permeability will fall if thickness becomes thick, it is desirable to

use by as thin thickness (preferably 5-100nm) as possible.

[0169] Moreover, although the thin film which consists of an ingredient with the above-mentioned heat

dissipation effectiveness can also be used alone, the laminating of these thin films and the insulator

layer containing silicon may be carried out, and they may be used.

[0170] In addition, it combines with any configuration of examples 1-5 freely, and the configuration of
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this example can be carried out.

[0171] [Example 7] Although [ an example 1 ] it is desirable to use an organic electroluminescence

ingredient as an EL layer, even if this invention uses inorganic EL ingredient, it can be carried out.

However, since driver voltage is very high, the present inorganic EL ingredient must use TFT which has

the proof-pressure property that such driver voltage can be borne.

[0172] Or if inorganic EL ingredient with prospective still lower driver voltage is developed, applying to

this invention is possible.

[0173] Moreover, the configuration of this example can be freely combined with any configuration of

examples 1-6.

[0174] [Example 8] Since the active-matrix mold EL indicating equipment (EL module) formed by

carrying out this invention is a spontaneous light type, it is excellent in the visibility in a bright location

compared with the liquid crystal display. Therefore, this invention can be carried out to the EL display

(the display display incorporating EL module is pointed out) of a direct viewing type. As an EL display, a

personal computer monitor, the monitor for TV broadcast reception, an advertising display monitor, etc.

are mentioned.

[0175] Moreover, this invention can be carried out to all the electronic instruments that include a

display display as components also including an above-mentioned EL display.

[0176] As such an electronic instrument, the picture reproducer (equipment equipped with the display

which specifically reproduces record media, such as a compact disk (CD), a laser disc (trademark) (LD),

or a digital versatile disc (DVD), and can display the image) equipped with an EL display, a video camera,

a digital camera, head installation mold displays (head mount display etc.), car navigation, a personal

computer, Personal Digital Assistants (a mobile computer, a cellular phone, or digital book), and a record

medium etc. is mentioned. The example of these electronic instruments is shown in drawing 13 .

[0177] Drawing 13 (A) is a personal computer and contains a body 2001, a case 2002, a display 2003,

and a keyboard 2004. This invention can be used for a display 2003.

[0178] Drawing 13 (B) is a video camera and contains a body 2101, a display 2102, the voice input

section 2103, the actuation switch 2104, a dc-battery 2105, and the television section 2106. This

invention can be used for a display 2102.

[0179] Drawing 13 (C) is a part of EL display (right one side) of a head installation mold, and contains a

body 2301, a signal cable 2302, the head fixed band 2303, the display monitor 2304, optical system 2305,

and a display 2306. This invention can be used for a display 2306.

[0180] drawing 1

3

— (— D —) — a record medium — having had — picture reproducer (specifically

DVD regenerative apparatus) — it is — a body — 2401 — record media (CD, LD, or DVD) — 2402 —
actuation — a switch — 2403 — a display — (— a —) — 2404 — a display — (— b —) — 2405 —
containing . This invention can be used for these displays (a) and (b), although a display (a) mainly

displays image information and a display (b) mainly displays text. In addition, this invention can be used

for CD regenerative apparatus, a game device, etc. as picture reproducer equipped with the record

medium.

[0181] Drawing 13 (E) is a pocket mold (mobile) computer, and contains a body 2501, the camera section

2502, the television section 2503, the actuation switch 2504, and a display 2505. This invention can be

used for a display 2505.

[0182] Drawing 13 (F) is an EL display and contains a case 2601, susceptor 2602, and a display 2603.

This invention can be used for a display 2603. Since the angle of visibility of an EL display is large, when

it big-screen-izes compared with a liquid crystal display, it is advantageous, and it is advantageous in

the display of 10 inches or more (30 inches or more of vertical angles [ Especially ]) of vertical angles.

[0183] Moreover, if the luminescence brightness of EL ingredient will become high in the future, it will

also become possible to carry out expansion projection of the light containing the outputted image

information with a lens etc., and to use for the projector of a front mold or a rear mold.

[0184] As mentioned above, the applicability of this invention is very wide, and applying to the electronic
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' instrument of all fields is possible. Moreover, even if the electronic instrument of this example uses the

configuration which consists of combination like an example 1 - 7 throats, it is realizable.

[0185]

[Effect of the Invention] By carrying out this invention, in the active-matrix mold EL display which

carries out actuation which outputs light to a substrate and the opposite side, it becomes possible to

form a drive circuit and other signal-processing sections in the interior of the pixel section (the same
field as the pixel section), and the miniaturization of a active-matrix mold EL display is realized.

[0186] Moreover, the reliable active-matrix mold EL display is realized because combine the TFT itself

formed on a substrate with the engine performance which each circuit or a component needs and it

arranges TFT of the optimal structure.

[0187] And by providing such a active-matrix mold EL indicating equipment as a display display, it is

small and it becomes possible to produce a reliable highly efficient electronic instrument.

[Translation done.]

* NOTICES *

JPO and NCIPI are not responsible for any

damages caused by the use of this translation.

1 This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original

precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.1n the drawings, any words are not translated.

DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[Brief Description of the Drawings]

[Drawing 1] Drawing showing the cross-section structure of EL display.

[Drawing 2] Drawing showing the making process of EL display.

[Drawing 3] Drawing showing the making process of EL display.

[Drawing 4] Drawing showing the making process of EL display.

[Drawing 5] Drawing showing the making process of EL display.

[Drawing 6] Drawing for explaining the output direction of the light of EL display.

[Drawing 7] Drawing showing the appearance of EL module.

[Drawing 8] Drawing showing the making process of contact structure.

[Drawing 9] Drawing showing the configuration of the pixel section of EL display.

[Drawing 10] Drawing showing the cross-section structure of EL display.

[Drawing 1 1] Drawing showing the top-face structure of the pixel section of EL display.

[Drawing 12] Drawing showing the top-face structure of the pixel section of EL display.

[Drawing 13] Drawing showing the example of an electronic instrument.

[Translation done.]
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jlk *fi£3E*-r*iRtt. nmmmmT ft
2 0 2**7tt*fcLT*<Ji«. -*©l»,

ffiT#£ffl<. tot- *7«fltt>«IA*^fi*«**.
[0 0 2 9] *y h*^ 'J7aA(Cj;S^{b(CMLT

tt. y- hSlCSLT L D Dl^iSofeftjg^

l d d« £a*ax b* 5 1*ymm^mm bx b

fl?fcbTl>S.

[0030] z.(Dm, 7-hn,mizmtzitzLDDmi$,
©fi£«0. l~3yi (ff^KBO.- 3~1. 5m
m) KTntfAH. fit^THSf4Si$*f<LTL

froTbi:?. £tz. y-MiKKi:6ftl»LDDl
«©fi$ttl. 0~3. 5(im (JfJKHl. 5~
2. Omhi) K-rntfAV*. fif€f*d:+#fc«»«:flE

ft So

(4)

6

[0 0 3 1 ] ±ffi*jfi«C*J^Ty-h«ffitLD

7-X«*2 6tft^MS«2 9t©H
icteistt&t,^*w£b^„ m»tt©JtaffflTFT«+^

u

7 (z\zx-teV.T) <Dffi.tiz>Jsfatfif;\zm—Tabs©
T% K U-f L DDWSfcRttTfctttf-t-

a-T**.
[0 0 3 2] ffiU «z7rt$fflffl T F T 2 0 2 ©iKiijftH

io 0VfilTtft4t*7 h*^ V7&\\t%}0'mm\ZUZ>
ti<tS.-oX<%fZtb. LDDm®2 8 £gmirZ>Z.tb
pJfttT&S. -t©«^» iSttIBV-Xl«2 6,

[0033] $7t> »b3**s*«£*<-r*£v>3«
^6intf. ttiftftsfflffl T F T 2 0 2 ©ffittlf

^r^^JSti*) ©^Jl&iK-T^) (»£b<li5 0

-lOOnm, £ b b< te6 0~8 0 nm) £ <h

fcWxST&S. miZ. X-f-y^>^fflTFT2 0 1(Di
< t*> t^o m&fr 6 jantf, eft

20 1 Gftfc^ir^HBjS^*) ©l8IJgi£S<T3 «ff*b
<1120~50nm, S & fc$f£ b < it 2 5 ~4 0 ri

m) CtfcWSftTft*.

[0 0 3 4] K±ttB*l*3Kia:^5nfcTFT©«|jfilC

IsISS («ffiCBJBftlall&©-») fcMStlS. site
ttIft@»S»*T4S*#fitft5 CMOS BKiOtB

[0 0 3 5] HI t*^T««*»f^3SflES«4:**^
«t5Kb"3^)*y'h+ ir U 7£A£{£M£t>--5#ija£*

30 T3TFT£CMOS|5J?g©n^*;i/lJTFT2 0 4

iLxffli^. zLZL-v^ommm&i*. "r-fm

7, D/A3>A'-^, •y->yj>^IH8S€r^
tr) . y-H«#B»lHl» (y7hl/v7?,

nv7r^ts) zm?o turn, ^©m^aiei
& #ffi0?S. TMiElUK, ^t'JgK

[0 0 3 6] nft*;H2 0 4ffli5ttilt V-^g
«35, FH>S«3 6, LDD««3 7R^'V*

40 ;«I«3 8i&t^ LDD««3 7tey-h«*gt
1 8*!*^y-h«ffi3 9 tttttoTts*.

[0 0 3 7] FU-f LDD«*S»j£b

u0nft*;HTFT2 0 4 «^7«S1ttt^$.

*b^. IP*., ^toij>**7-ty Hitt< bfc**«J:

so [0 0 3 8] CMOS@S&©p^^^>»U§yTFT
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(5)

7

2 o 5 «. *7h^t'J ?&x\z&%'£\tmb£%\z.n.

TiSttJittV-^««4 0, FH>«*4 1SZ;ft

FT 2 0 4£H«H:LDD»l*£i8:tt, *y>*t'J7

[0 0 3 9] Ifc, nftWMTFT 2 0 4Rtfp31

*;ht f t 2 o 5 ittn^nm 1 nr^$&^fl^ 2 0 ic

[0 0 4 0] *tC, 4 7 14SI l/1y->^—>a >KT-$>

9, IgJPttl 0 nm~l Mm (}fSL<li2 0 0~5 0

Onm) ttntfS^. #fittTtt. 3*S£trtfi*

£CD/Wv^—>g >$|4 7 I4A2

0&$ ftfcT F T £ 7 'J ^>*»*» 6 ffiBT -5 S*J

£*>^. **WJCTFTO±*»C»»te>n5EL)iJCtt

<o

[0 0 4 1] *&, 4 8ttff2HMIHM?&9. TF
T tc <fc oTT# -5gt2cD¥S<t£ fr 5 W-mitm£ VX <D

mmz^-rzo sb2jiibm6**I4 stu-ctt. #«wis
«**»*b<. #U'f5F. #'J73H, 7f UJk B

cb (^> >/->^d^t-» f^i^sig^. cms

-^»tEL*-?©nt«toiwK»»aEan*w4*«

Ct**a*Ut». «oT, SlJPteO. 5-5 MID (»*
U<«1. 5~2. 5um) WSLH.
[0 0 4 2] *fc, 4 9 tta53fctt©**lfefc*iB*«

ffiT* 0 , « 2 g P.flSigi»g£ 4 8 RtffB 1 /t >y a

>14 7\z?>?t7 (B8?L)

£ntcfflRmz&^Tn.$(L®mmTFT 2 o 2®kh
>Ei»3 2tS5«5Sn*«t'5«C»ritSn*. &*, El 40

©J;5(ciii*«ffi4 9 t HH>W2 7 £ftfjt»J*j|ft

<fc;U^»B4'«:i4;«L.fc£L-Tt>, L

[0 0 4 3] 4 9 a>±ciiftfl:&Sg|. ftftK

o. 3~i Mm©jp$cistte>n*. zcom 3mmn&&
15 0f4HSttffi4 9<7)±(CX-y^>y{C«t QNQffftt

<i:fi(CX-y51>y$n-5„ r-A-fflMUl 0~6 0 so

* ($Tli U<tt3 0~5 0° ) tt^tftU.
[0 0 4 4] ^3^W*6^5 0©±Ktt»«5 1£<R

•>OA (Mg) . U^^A (Li) «L<«*;Uv"^A
(Ca) £^tr1*»£ffl^S. if£L<teMgAg (M

gtAgMg : Ag= 1 0 : lTffi£L-fc*m) Tft

snasffl^ntfa^. ffitcbMg Ag a i *s, li
a i mm, l i fa i tt^pfsns.
[0 0 4 5] »ffi5 1«±IC«ELS5 2*<Rlt6n
*. Z<Dt£. EL15 2tt^5 1 £9fe*ev>/1^
->t^i5CMU ft«5 1**££K:ELJB5 2

Tits 5 \ifimzMt^mmtw&-t^z.t^m<z.

[0 0 4 6] M5 1tELI5 2tt7^ft

*«S£ffl i>T*S«raUfc^T*l*Wfc»jS-r* Z. tit

IJLK viniJEL15 2^^^'Mt^u

[0 0 4 7] *-fM!l vx#T£B^f;:*hrr
5il5UMl. ^TS§2^X?T*fiK*rjrt
*H«t9Ssfe»3tt©EL»S»J«-r*. fit, S27

Jf> *fi*3tOELJi*»jS-rntf«tli. RGB
\Ztt&T2>wm&7> h ^ttt:MA/Tr^*^f4^©«t

3"fi©ELJlffliC^3 »fe%7t©ELgffltC^4

[0 0 4 8] ±mwtw\*-?x2zm^-tzMm&\z
£Q&&\zf£yt-rzELm&MtfL-rz>m%7Fivtci!)\ -r

•/£^f£LT. #6©ELJi*B^ttl/Tt>A^.
[0 0 4 9] $5>{C, ±tei^HJl4^, ft. »0EIfi^

TEL«^gBT*nt4. ItSfctiKfOti-rn**©

58>t**-rELJH6^lBWJcPlSUT ibAtr». ^Olfe, a
ejgft cd e l ms J^fiK tx^ y ^ a*© e l^^ge

[0050] ELS51 (4*gXt4WB^igTffl l^n

-j»ttHttH*«tt±KI7LttAJB/jE7Hi3IIB/

[0 0 5 1 ] W«EL«^<hLT(4. #J;U4> J^TcDtR
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(6)

*S1fS<F!g4, 3 5 6, 42 9§,
.

4, 5 3 9, 5 0 7^, 7KH!NfffF^4, 7 2 0, 4 3

2^t. *H!(tW^4, 7 6 9, 2 9 2^. *ffl&W

14, 8 8 5, 2 1 1^, &mmf?&4, 9 5 0, 9

5 0^ *m¥fffm5, 0 5 9, 8 6 1^
VMS, 0 4 7, 6 8 7§, *Bttft)B5, 0 7 3,

4 4 6f, XBttffftB 5, 0 5 9, 8 6 2^, *@
mfS§5, 0 6 1, 6 17^, *ffl!|ti?gl5, 15
1, 6 2 9#, *St#lfSI5, 294, 869 ^> *
m¥f&%5, 2 9 4, 8 7 0^, Hl¥10-1895
2 5 £M¥ 8-2 4 1 0 4 8 ^fc*. #P1¥ 8

- 7 8 1 5 9^&$g.
[0 0 5 2] ftttWtCtt, jEftftA»d:UT©#**m

So

[0 0 5 3]

T2 T1

"AX
T1 T2

[0 0 5 4] i:fQ«NX8C-R (0?*£D Tab

Rtt**, 7;u*;k 75;Wk 7u;>xtt7;u
*u;wt»o, ti, t2«tK*. 7;m^i/XttAay*
>© «fc 5 &»&S£^tr^t&fa/,NM§iT&-5.

[0055] *&. iEa«iai«itUTow««»»a3?#

—«*-c* sn&? h 5 7 u ;u 5?7 5 >£ tr

.

[0 0 5 6]

lit 2]
R* Ra

/
A R

N A r en- N
\
Rs

[0 0 5 7] ::TAreB7UU>ST*!3. n 1

*»6 4©»*T*0. Ar, R 7 . Rg« Rgte^-tt^n

as?2 nrzT u

[0 0 5 8] eli, m^iiiijfxtett^aAg

10

[0 0 5 9]

[ft 3]

[0 0 6 0] C^TR2-R 7«e#mAPl«gT'cbD, *

•5.

[0 0 6 1 ]

Mb 4]

Rt

R<

Li Ls

—
\ Ls L4

_ 2

[0 0 6 2] ^dTR2-R 7 tt±j;fiCD^«(Cct-g)
:b0T

£9. Li-L5«l^?> 1 2©&*7C*£'Str«7Mttt

ft£*!rct>&^.

[0 0 6 3]

[ft 5]

A I

40

[0 0 6 4] ££TR2-R6tt«#«*.pJl!6-e*S. H
©*5C#«EL»»tbTttW«'J*>HS*r-r*iB
ftft£tt£^&<> fib, £t±(D«ltt3fE»W©EL«»t
UTffl^*^t©T*ft**ELt«BKO—«T»oT,

[0 0 6 5] EL#tt£LT#'JV-JStm£fl3
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77x.-U>\i=.U> (PPV) f^U7Ml/>i

a. a, m&myttm \za ->7 y * u 7 x - v > e =. v

[0 0 6 6U*. EL*^g®t'«^^<^ttTrat>
©*7—fb***S*<»0, R (*) G (IS) B (#)

i:CCM) £*tt*£fett&:#5S. Mi (*H*Q«ffi)

[0 0 6 7] HI ©*jfitt R G B LfcHliW E

El 1 \Zit—^><DWMlsfrm7KLT^Zs.\,^ m—mi&o
mmm, ®xitft<D*n*n<D&\z2tfcVTBf&z

[0 0 6 8] C5bTEL»5 2*T»)*Ufc6), -t©
±t»W«t« Ti4Sil5 3S»d(
-T-So I)lli8 0~3 0 0 nm «ff£ L < tt 1 0 0 ~ 2

OOnm) iftlW^. *^BJ©*^» ELltM
Lfc*ttHl©±*iaj (*«£K*f«a>#iai) tCtbTJ^

n-5xDT"Hffi5 3SELI5 2*»6*bfcJtlC»l/Ta

[0 0 6 9] #9i»»'FTtt, 1151 (B*tt
l4 9ifftTlltfiTfcS^) . ELS5 2RrJ

[0 0 7 0] 5 4(i^2/Vr>^->3>IST*
0; &J¥tel 0 nm~ 1 Mm (»SL<«2 0 0~5 0

Onm) ttn«SU, JB2^y->'<—>3>K5 4*
KttSlWtt. ELI5 2^*M^§It5IW±

6 1 2 O-C^TCDSSISH) TfiKIBI

T*©*t3*LH. Jtot, 7"5X-7CVDS,

[0071] d o vxm i c^t =t ? &«tj&0ii*ffi;P

refitTS. *^BJCDlI^SP«n^^^;PS,JTFT 2 0 4

tpft*JHTFT 2 0 5 £T-&-5CMOS0g&#ia

MSn«. HI -OCMO SUB**

(7)

^dtSritWbT^-5.
[0 0 7 2] «ot, iS^gl5©jljatCKlt^nT

TiSiSig|$©f*lBB (B£8IS®Affif) CMJini.
[0073] *%w<D3-mt, &utfi.$im\zye

7^-7 (is^«ffi(DT) kebu x«ffi«t©#^«

[0074] mmmi) *%wo>mmm\z-o\,*Tm2

«*fp»-r**ftfrt?vsTKwr*. fit.

OSH»SB*t5ilttt4.
[0 0 7 5] *-T. 0 2 (A) (C^-TcfcpJC, T«J«i

20 (H^-arl*) **BCM:ltfc»«5 0 1 *
mmm-cimskfcjJ77>±\zT)&m£VTi o o nmji

aiLtffl^s. cons. 5*s«Ksrr*;£
©S*«&£1 0~2 5wtXtLTt<tfil>.'«)

[0 0 7 6] ^{CS«5 0 1 ©±tC4 5 nm©J¥$©7
;Ef7 7Xy |j3>!5 0 2 £&ffl<Z)/&lgiffiTJ£j£T

5. &i5, 7^7 rXyiJ n Xg^K^f-Sj^Stt^t

[0 0 7 7] ul*^12 (C) ^T(7DXS«*aiSA
KJ:4«fB|3F1 0 - 2 4 7 7 3 5#4*«£^£fc5lflJT

[0 0 7 8] *T, H9PgB5 0 3a, 5 0 3b£#-T-5{£

115 0 4 £fl2f£T3o *H5g«SJT« 1 5 0 n m/P©^
io itmmm&m^z. *ut, Rsi50 4©±i;xt:>

(N i ) £^T-r-5B (N i #
*J1) 5 0 5 S^fiScTS. dON i #WS©^J5Ktcrs5b

[0 0 7 9] *Cv @2 (B) (C^-Tct^tl. ^Fffiti^

fflm*T5 7 1 4«flB©ttI[»«ia*JD>L. 7^;U7
7Xy'j3>f5 0 2^ijtt5. d©BR, N i

*t«

vftrnm (,&cf. n imum&t^?) 50 6a. 50

50 i5 0 7«$ni>.
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[0080] ®2 (o umm5

L<«U» ^NiSJP««5 0 6a, 5 0 6 bSdjtJjPT

>*»«*t^5) 5 0 8a, 5 0 8b#*JBJS3n*.

[0 0 8 1] W:, 13 2 (O \zm?&5\z, ?Fgtt#
it*T6 o ot: i 2&}m<DDmMm$:m7LZ>o cog*
^atC^O^'J ->'J3>I5 0 7^(C#ft-r-5N i

15 0 8a, 5 0 8btC|fJi$nTbS^ 0 dtlte'J >!'

£3&Jl7C5St (*HSS0!IT«N i ) <Dyy9V>{/%m
\z jess*-*?** sn*.
[0 0 8 2] C©X8»C'<tO# 1J-> lJa>ll5 0 O^tC

i ©iggttS IMS (Kft-^-f^>^W) fC<fc

3iR'l5£ttT'>ft< <hfc 2 x 1 0 17atois/cii3fcSTfc*

$n^o N 1 H*##Ki5T7-<7H
4**, I fflggjTfiS $^5 i T F TtttC 51

S I MS»«r©Sl«IS*T»*OT. HKHCttSSKfi;
(2 x l 0 17a toms/cm3jKT) T&$<i#

[0 0 8 3] Z^LTMm&m^tzl&gkitZtl.

<S«S*lfc#'JS'U 3>K5 0 9j&«»&ft4.

^0#U'>'J3>IR5 0 9 &flH>&SttJB 5 10-51

« CD/1^- - > ;7* IC* t iTTX V *3 -fr£ ff 5 7c <D -7

(H2 (D) )

[0 0 8 4] ^(C, i2 (E) {C^'T.t^tc:. 5 0nm

U €-©±Tl6ft;»HSl'fT9 5 Ot lmmnuumMw
SrJPA, ft*, Kfl^B^UifiSSSfl

[0 0 8 5] ^©»86<fcI8TttSttJIt±ISa{b»fl:
v"'Jn>$£,h©#aT^t#ilfTU iftl5nmJl©*
lJy |J3>I«^ntl!l3 0 nmJ?©»{b->U3>
BW»»J«Sn*. BPt, 3 0nmjf©»Yb->'j3>ilt
5 0 nmJ9oa<fcKfl:->U 3>BI*««BSnTfta 8 0

nmff©y-Ma«K5 1 4fl*»j£Sn*. *fc, ffitt

I510~51 3©RStt^Ol!ifl:IillJ:-5T3 0

nmtft-5.

[0 0 8 6] H3 (A) iC^-r^ptC,
?X^5 1 5£»j£U y-Mfi*R5 1 4^LTp

1 3^(cMt-^7C*, ftSIWKttstfa^fcfitf'JtfA

t^p) faTFT©u*ir»««ffis«fi"r5fc«>©xe

(8)

[0 0 8 7 ] ft*, *^JtWTtti?!t?7> (B2H 6 ) £

>x-->3 >r££fflt^Tt>&tA. CWXgtCctD 1 X 1

0 15~ l x l 0 18atoms/cm3 (ftSWUte 5 x l 0 16~

5X 1 0l7 a toms/cm3) ©iggT'#D >££tr**fii»fB

«516~51 8AW3n5.
[0 0 8 8] ^(c, HI 3 (B) tc^Ti^lC, l/y^ h

io -7X^7 5 1 93, 5 1 9b£»J*U y-h»«R5 1 4

7C*t^5) *8Sfcrr*. ft*, 'nS7t64b7C*^l/T

tt8fc*£fflH*;:£A*T£S. ft*, **KSWCtt7*
X7^> (PH 3 ) &K*»(ibft:^T^7Xvjafib
tz-JyX-? K-K>y»ftffi^, U>* 1 x l 0 18atom

s/cm3©j§^TSs;bP-f mmttM&'nvUry

[0 0 8 9] ;i©igK«fc0»i«$n*nS!**»»*
20 5 2 0 , 5 2 1 CB, n^7F»E#l7C^2X 1 0l6~5

x 1 0 19atoms/cm3 (ttSWKW: 5 X 1 0 1?~ 5 x 1 0

18atoms/cm3) OfiSTtS n-5<fc 5 (c F—X**H»

[0090] ^(c, i3 (o (c^r«t-5(c, asmsn

3. sttfb#a*isi3e-r*^Bttft:^*«. y-H»»«t
5 1 4^Ktt?>nT^-5©T-*^^S:ffl^7c77-^7>

7--«l!(lWttl^ 116 (A) ©Igtf

so tr^-5?S#>LTUSoT^*pIflH4A**afc«>. ft

• *^<Kt>«*TlioSIMttS*tf'5J:i39«a*U^.
[0 0 9 1 ] **^J©«^tr«Hl^tt©S^^ B

B
Bfb^

7X$fflHTl>5©T, SttfbXSS: 8 0 0*C 1 P#P.S©

7T-*Z.T--)mWlz£r)'i:TO. ft*. «aa#Sa
fcBHbttJSH^CbTgftgtfbfcfToT&Jl^L,

[0 0 9 2] ^DIgl:,fc0nSMSt5 2 0, 5

2ico3S5g)5, bp*., n w^mmm®. 5 2 0 . 521©^

40 3 (A) OIIT»ricSnftpST««I«) tCD^I^

35 (»^aP) ^*BJ«g(Cft4 0 CCO^i«, ^tcTFT^
^J«LfcB#^tC*^T. LDDMift^iH«

[0 0 9 3] ^fC, 200~400n mf(Dili$f
/^-r>!?LTy- MI5 2 2~5 2

Errs, ft*, y-hmffttmjKossKTjgjauT*)

«*fflH5^i*«T*4. (0 3 (D) )

50 [o 0 9 4] m»miz\t. 5>y?)i (t a) , j-zy
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(Ti) , t'jyf> (Mo) , *>>f*7-> (W) ,

i7PA (C r) . a*«te&3rt-5">'J=l> (S i )

(ft«ttCttMo-Wt4, Mo-Ta^) , Sfctt

Wffi7C*0->'J-y-f FBI (ftS«l:B?>^f>yU
1M FK, ^*>v'JlM KM) 4ffl^2>^t^T?t

gift. flTffl^TfeilltfflUTfe^K
[0 0 9 5] #ffcl£«Ttt, 5 0 nmjptf)g{t:^>yx
7-y (WN) Bit. 3 5 0 nmJ5C0^>yXx> (W)

[0 0 9 6] *fc^«P#, y-M!5 2 3, 5 2 5IJ

tn^nni^«ftm5 2o, 5 210-35ty-h
«gaBl5 1 4S*A;Tlft5J:5l:»)«t5.

icy- h*«t afc -3 fc l d d t fc

tt*, y-h«S5 2 4fi»rfflTtt—"DCJlAa

[0 0 9 7] ^(C. 0 4 (A) iZ^t^OiZ, y~h«
15 2 2-5 2 5SrVX^tUTgBS-&WtCnS!^iM
«tc* <#HifiWTttU>) £jfctJ0T-5o £5LTJ£fi£;

^n^^FM^ffi^ 5 2 6~5 3 2JC«n^*E%«S«5
2 0. 5 2 1©1/2~1/10 (ft«WtCtel/3~
1/4) o»«-r'j>**asuD3n*«t'5fciifls-r-6. a
tttfjfcli, 1X10 16- 5x10 18a toms/cm3 (ft^ftj

Kte 3 X 1 0 17~ 3 x 1 0 18atoms/cm3)

[0 0 9 8] 0 4 (B) {C^TJ:e>(C, y-K«
I^SB5fTl/^7 hV7.i7 5 3 3a~5 3 3d£^fi£

U n ST^TcSt (*HSS0iJT« U » ^jfeonLTit;

U >S:^t?^HE%1S^ 5 3 4-540 *»J*"T
-g>„ :;tl)7*X7^/ (PH3) ^ffil^fc-f :*> K

—^Tff^. CCDM«WJ >©igffiH 1 X 1 o20~i
x 1 0 21 a toms/cm3 (^«|;li2 x 1 0 20~ 5 x 1 0

20atoms/cm3) z> \zmm?Z><.

[0 0 9 9] :®I|l:J:-3Tnft^HTFT©V

^>2ffflTFTtt, 04 (A) ffllltMLfcnl^
M$!3®*£5 2 9-5 3 l©-gB£5ST,, £©gj£nfc«

01K43tt<5X-f 7f>yfflTFT«LDDlf
1 5 a- 1 5dtc*f*£c-TS.

[0 10 0] 0 4 (C) IC^TJ:31C. l/->7h
VX^ 5 3 3a~5 3 3d5i4l. fr/ilCl^X h

fgigE5 4 2. 5 4.3S»*t4. £ > (B

2H6) Zm^tz-l-ty h'-y&tCiO 3 X 1 O20~3 x

(9)

16

1 o21 a toms/cni3 (^flt)i;tt5 x 1 0 20~ 1 x 1 0 21 a

toms/cm3y) jSStfc-S «fc o ><&8s2jD-r5.

[0101] ^wfam®. 542. 543 Baltic
ixiol6~5xiO 18atoms/cm3oJ8STU >*^Jn

[0 10 2]^tC. 0 4 (D) fC^-fctolC.

10 -7X^54 JB1»M«»IR5 4 4 «:»

fiE-T*. mSM»»l«5 4 4£l,Ttt, «*££ttf6

ffl^ntfl^. £7c, mm\Z4 0 0 nm~ 1 . 5 Mini:

TtltfJiH. *HJfiffilTtt, 2 0 0 nmSoaftlfta
§StBI©±tC8 0 0 nmi9©«^a*«*«JiUfc«|jti

[0103] -tn-tnwaiaTasinisnfcns

20 |&jFfi:&t>Ttt*&HA'K 5 5 0^. 4R#pB1CD^J!ia

[0104] a sn, 3~i 0 0 xofrmzstsmmm,
"fT, 3 0 0-4 5 0*C-C1 - 1 2Rfffi0f&$ag£?T^

[0105] *3tte$astefg 1 mmmmm 544

m\ -t©«T3S0 8 0 0 nmJS©*fl;«*l»£}BjSl,

[0 10 6] ^IC. 0 5 (A) \Z^?£?lZ, gljim

7.iH^5 4 5-5 4 8 «t, KH>E«I5 4 9~5 5 1

Visits. ^MmT'tezLnmrnz, ^^>m
^lOOnm, 3L ?>&-ats7)l5.-OL.m$:3 0 0 n

m. ?^>BI1 5 0 nm&Z/<iy?m-VMmMl8,Vtz.3
mmmoimmmt-rz. torn, «w>#*«t-e<b&ir>.

40 [0 1 0 7] 5 0-5 0 0 nm (f^g&5lC«2 0

0 — 3 0 0 nm) CDJP£T§§ 1 /1 y ->^— v a >BI 5 5

5 2 t LT 3 0 0 n mJP©g-ffcgHb-> U P >Bl^ffl

[0108] c©b#, mtrntisv^ymnMiztt

****!B 1 «Mtt«Bt5 4 4 fcflH&Sft. fisaa^fTa

so ns. ^nti^Btt-. fgi«r4)tfiiftR5 4 4(^Aasn
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CO 1 0 9] 0 5 (B) J:-5lC. WISttMl

*>5ft£jg2flM«&ftlR5 5 3 ^Mt^. W«#tflg£

L-TtttflKSH, Tf'JJl'. BCB K>>/y^oy

I5 5 3IJT F Tj&«#jST*ft*fcVSflST*&Ka«*
*©T7. ¥fitt£«ftfc7*U;U«t*<#*L-^. *§Hi6

«Ttt2. 5 ttifflffSTTJ' u ;nss»)«r4.
[0 110] *C i6 2 Jim&fMg 5 5 3, fl/Vyy
^-->a >l5 5 2l: K l^-f >BB*R5 5 l \zm?Z>ziy

5>9 h*-)l&Ml&L. Wmm®5 5 ^JgjSjtT*. *
HJSfclTttBSSWl 5 54tbT2 0 0 nm*CD7;U5

M) shwet*.
[0 111] a*«$trifiMlt <#ffc6fi«Ttt»

fc&*8t) £5 0 OnmflDJPSfCJBjsfcL.. IB*ffiffi 5 5

4 * K BB P«*»J« bT36 3 «W*»Bt. 5

Z t *»T£ * . ' N9 »C ft£ 6*Tft b > &
mmiz&m?% e l h ©£{ta<is*ftran ft^tij

[0 112] ^IC, EKfi (MgAgtffi 5 5 6&tfE
LI5 5 75;, *£^*&£m>T*fl^Lft b>TS
ttJBjST -5. ft*, Hlffi 5 5 6 1 8 0 — 3 0 0

nm (*SWl:(J2 0 0~2 5 0 nm) . EL1557
0>Jp2fi8 0~2 0 0 nm (HtStfHCte 1 0 0~1 2 0

nm) ftftWf&b*.

[0 113] eCIlTB, *"f*fiKl»i6"r*B*,

*»f5 5 6S»«t5. M5 5 6t^

JgJ*T* ELli ©a«»j***-e* ft < ftoT u * -5

.

[0 114] *bT*H*C«»t6n&IBMi5 5 6£S
5*5 ft^TK^^#fe(C «fc 0 *fifc*#*-& E LI5

J£fiScLft<T«ft<=>ftb>„ fIT/?;^X^§4ffl^

(10)

/<?

R^»asa«WC»JRT*. ft*. luTliiTS

[0 1 16] *^Jfi«©J:3KKSjil*ttSffl^TB!cBI

m\zn?->{tzn%&otm$.-J5mt-tn\z. mms
56tEL15 5 7 ?:^mff»bft^T'jI^WiC^/ST

[0 117146. ELS 5 5 7 £ L-Ttt&»]©*m«:

SAB, iE?LIBi£JI, fgftJf&tftt^ftAHTft^Jl

©ffiCD*mT&oTt>&b>.
[0 118]*!;, ELS 5 5 7*HoT»WMUrc
ft&»«5 5 8 £®/£-r3„ xmrnweizmiM>w
A • 7.X ( I TO) BiSr 1 1 0 nmCOJ¥$(C^fi!cL, A

20 l:2~2 0XOlflai (ZnO) £S£ L feigns**
Bi^K-fb 7sx&m ^t $k b> o

[0119] ft&ic. a^ba#8iTft*sB2^«y5/^-
y a >K 5 5 9 4 3 0 0 nm©«SHMt5. £©Sg
2;^yy^-ya >R5 5 9tC<tDEL@5 5 7

•36» 6 Sit. ELI5 5 7Tfi£Lfc$i£:2&

[0 12 0] d-5LTB15 (C) fC^-TJ;5ft#tjg<£>7

^7-T^Vh'Ji7 7<^EL*^gB*^^T-5. ft*5,

*^ag^j©f^sa±g«-«»j^ja^ft^.
so 0aTtt»BB¥l 0-2 4 7 7 3 5^4i«KE«anfc^

®T?£ttSift&¥##«^LTb>3fr\ ffiCDiift

<0#R£JH^T*>«:bfttV,
[0 12 1] LDDf«(DEI«IJffJl/lr>-«

ftb>„ fib, SitStLTsl«'J->U3>»*ffl^*«^

[0122] [$ttM2] mmmwz'^xm^ (o

LfcD, rtgEtC®Stt«!|Sf («aj^.«Kfb>'N' ,J^A) 5riB

itSuit'ELlffliStt (MF4>) *«ift±.-r*.

[0 123] ^7c, /t7^-y>^f©lii;J:0tS

7^- (71/^y7';P7''J>h^-*7h : FPC) ^
so ISlO#ttT«fitbT^J«-r*. CW^^ftUi^T^^,
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ttffit*t l fc e lm^mw&xwmm*x«ELty

[0 12 4] ddT#fSW<&EL^S?3.—;U©$j££.0
7 (a) , (b) zm^Trnwrz. x*7oi±ic«
H^gB7 0 2, y-hm*t<aiK»iEjgS7 o 3, t-^<i
^fflijigiftHss 7 o 4 , ft^jaaas (#nming&. #jehi

5. *^B^T*«y-h{i^<WiK»JlHlS§7 0 3. x-^ft
^wkiIeiss 7 o 4, xtem^asgu 7 o 5^*a^©
rtSB (fi<M) ir^pg^nT^?). ^fc. 0^£nftt^ io

PC 7 o 6tCS0^Mi§^t^$n^o
to 12 5] ztDtzmmfflzmts^oizLT/Wisy
>/ti7 0 7£IS:tt3 <> ft&, A£v?>^tt7 0 7 teiSi}!

S&7 0 2©^ (fl52) cfcOfert^- (*frt) TiA*^
iagi5^*-r^^ttxttv- hjemx&o, ig^ftgwx

[0 12 6] S&. A£v>^#7 0 7 140 7 (B) IC

5cr cfc 5 fC&*3J 7 0 8(aoT, S«7 0 1

T^ifl^P^7 0 9 4^tl.J;5!:l,Tli7 0 1 fC@ 20

^A^nfe«^i/j:o« ftm^$E±\zmmznz>. ft

[0 12 7] A^^>i/«7 0 7CDttftl4#7

x, t^j^-m^m^mm^v^o #i*j4\ #n

[0 12 8] £7£, &*2iJ7.0 8©*f»tt, X#*v?fc 30

[0 12 9] cE Afy>^7 0 7 t*«7 0 1

3. *JStt*fMCWlxTtt«rW¥8 - 7 8 5 1 9 *tXffl <o

[0 13 0] 2»«7 0 9lCtt«JW*K^T*<d
£t>*T2&Tft*. ft«5BtLTtt1IM3p9- 1 4 8 0 6

6 ^fcflUcEicS ftT t> * J: 5 fc*m£ ffl ^4 £ £ **T

[0 13 1] *«»C»4fl'*JCfflSiUfcEL*T
**r-r5a*©H**«»»t6n, -tn&tt£Tiinf7

1

0S*atItlT#LTH4. R§@7 1 0«7 1 IX
**n*««n*jt»T. *«fii:ra-»»T?ft*aE«
IH^7 1 2<&^LXAtli^iB^7 1 3tr«^^n^>e A so

20

£157312817 1 31iig7 1 0 t;:HlT5t©mEE£^-

(DE^XfeO, h 7 1 4^1TFPC7
o 6 caws n*.
[0 13 2] ::TI«7 1 1 (C*5tt&31>?£' h«£j£

[0 13 3] *-f. *«S«l©ietfi6oTH5 (A)

coDt*. a«sniaK**3>^^ has

(0 7 (B) £*51>X7 1 lT*^$tl5i«) KSl^X
^1I«15 4 4fttfy-h««B5 1 4£B£5&

U -t©±CAttl#Ea7 1 3 0 5

(A) OV-7E^KH >ffi^tl^B#»C^J«$n

*. (08 (A) )

ioi3 4]*c 05 (b) iz&^Tm2mrmmm
5 5 3&&Klrtyi"<—zsa>m5 5 2<&X-y^>^7*

•T^^tc, 8 0 lTSSn4ll«SRiL. J.^H!?L«

8 0 2SMtS. *bT, HJUB8 0 2&B3J:'5K:
UTflM*K»7 1 2Sr^fig-r^>„ ^H. Z.(Dtm&m7
12t40 5 (B) CBHTi*W5 54tH«l:M
StlS. (08 (B) )

[0 13 5] d©#»TH*flrHiEL*^0>JB(KIg

n-5o ;ob, 08 tc^sn5®«x«-ex^^*fflti
xsg 3 nmmmm^ e l $ nftn «t 5 ict

*. fLT, ELS5 5 7*»J«Lfc». S'J^VT. £ £
fflHTil5 5 8 4»tff4. CtlfCct0^ffi5 5 8 £
AtHae»7 1 3tifl»tim»7 1 2^lTt^Wl:
S^$n-I>. ^2;t7M—>3>15 5 9$
IS:ttX0 8 (O ©tt!B*»*.
[0 13 6] EU2©ISK:J:DBI7 (B) CO 7 1 1 X*
$n-5ffi«con>^i7 h-BSjgj&tlHSiSti-S. ^UX A
Hi^SS^7 .1 3»4A^3?>^«7 0 7 tS«7 OliOD
km mvmmm7 o stMstit^. bp-s, $*
M7 0 8i$Aliit>%Z!&<D8:m$:+ftlz¥tBitL?Z>m2

) ^I^TFPC 7 0 6(Ci*^$n-i).

ft*5> SHMM7 0 8*«Rtt&ftSateHiA>>5»df«7
o 7 i**7 o i tTffijasn*fc«>, ss^hk**??
fi-r*t««$n*pitnt*«»s**, 07 (b) cOct-5

tcBB^^'jio x^ -& ttft e> firaattftv*.

[0 13 7] ft43. *%m.m\ZTfiClZ.7>7=T4 h 'J

i7A^E L*^««Off«*&«||Jfi« 1

[0 13 8] (HSEt*J3] *^J6^JX«*^^C07^x

[0 1 3 9] 01 0 (Cfct^X. 10 0 1 (ififtj^HT
*0. HWfflTFT (0^-ti-f) ©y-XfS«c^t
»«3ntt»5. Sfc, 1 0 0 2«t:-^S2^XS)0>
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[0 14 0] y-HBB»t sFfftt*lR»C*J^TI»»-r'S

mmmizit, ±&n$tmi&mi o o i t^-zm&i o

SERjIalSSffl TFT (B»0BS©-«*»J5g-r-6 T F T)

ftttSfc*«T*fc*fctt, 0 0 l tr-
7Ei^l 0 0 2 tSr$fc<CtHttS.
[0 14 1] *2llfi«K:*t- «fc -5 tiJj&tfm

wen*, -oatt, y-h«3 9, 4 3£hpsk:» >o

lftRSfil 0 0 3 £JBJ$U lftlEilOO

0yctt*«E0«&iR 1 0 0 1 <t CMOS (hISS 1 0 0 Obi:

[0142] &tz. -ositw,2mmmmi oo4«
j&u d©mi^E«ii o o 4\z&onffimm&i o

0 1 fttf/Xttx-i'Btt 1 0 0 2 SfifcOfratT*
*Hi!(E0>JT(iCMOS|fiI8&l 0 0 OatCMOSa

5. 20

[0 14 3] d©«£\ HI5 (B) ©IgKfcl^T, £5

2mmmmwi5 5 3tcn>^^ h*-;u&Hitfc^^,
H***-Ctttt<JB2fiSttB«l 0 0 4^MtntfS
U„ fLT, &£$2«Jft£igl 0 0 4&B5JllB|ilBtt

[0144] *fgffi0!!Ttttt%ftitei» 1 00 IS
tfy-7EHl 0 0 2tfm—<DmT-Mf&2tlT^2>tf.
m*<Dm-?&-DTb&\,K ip-fe, «sfc«ss*ii oo ix
it^-^mmi o o 2*. mi o<DW,2&m.m&i o o so

4©ii:MtniiI^, ^©i§^. tfx

[0 14 5] eJUCfcilc. *HJ6fls|TttmS£«)Ss&«SS

[0146] xmrnmommtz. mm&n&^m *>

[0147] Cgftftl 4 ] *£Jfi«Ttt, 3

[0148] Eii (a) itwmfficofcz>-wm&tz±

Ufc±ffiH, Ull (B) «^©ls]g&EIT'&-£. TWy
?>yfflTFT 2 o i tmmummTFT 2 0 2aiai 50

22

©iBjftf^cDTFTKffl^-f 3. 1 1 0 1 «ft^iT$
0, ««t$iJ'lWffl T F T 2 0 2 ©y—h *EE£ 1

^ u—A«iiin«»-r*i9t«**fc-r . fit. 7-r-^>
yfflTFT2 0 1 MUifit UTT F T©*
^mssssatewmwr, i o i£«B§r&

[0 14 9] *|tSlfi«T»ail©«i#SSl 1 0 1 £*Sit

(WfPfflTFT 2 0 2©y-httKi*»E#W&«ll 1 0 2

t©BJT»J*LTVi*. #J1m, flMifflTFTCV-
^«*t«seiwwfflTFT2 o 2©y-h«« (y-h

[0 15 0] Iirtdiy7 h UvX^O—SB

(7'Jy^7ny7f0») *«*SnTfiO. -f >A*-^
110 3. 7 p y 7 H-f >A*—7 1104, 1 1 05©

l&©->7 h k773'tti©7U -y y7 P v y@g&^it?ij

[0151] sfc. vg«y-h«*§. vs«v-t>{I#
(y-^(t^) . Vddl (ttffifttgtill 10 2) BEL
*f2 o 3©Bf*i;:#*. vcmznyzm

**ft-r'4) > vmit? ay z <DiEmm

*^««iTttvddit«»*«fl[*«4>te.n*.
[0152] *niigfi»i©j;5^eijtT«, -ia*fc—D

»w e»nT»jo 7 u y y7 n y ygigst ittwt«ttsn
*. fLT, Vck«**H*W&*fc<*»*.
Tl 0 0 4T^iycJ:5ftft^E#jll 1 0 6~1 115

[0153] &:fe, Jg^Egl 1114. 1115 «y-

stT*iRKH-iiT&ttntfiH!Httfc<, ssBa^^fa

[0154] tits. *mt&m<Dmmt, ns£#ii~3©
^•momfct *> s * K»*^t>-&THjfiT* c t*^

[0155] csitfls] *mmmx'te, 77f-f77
h u 77.me L&*mm<Dwmmm&-mmm* timti
zmmtLtcm-sn-mzmwrz. m^mizit, mi
i K*ufcB*«jfijc*st»T, y- bmmottnzmti
ZhOtLlzm&mi 2\Z^To 012IJH11

•5.

[0 15 6] ft*. *HS60ijT«7-1'-y^>yfflTFT
£ h U y^y- brajftLT*7«a££l OpAJ^T
(«"$L<lilpAJWT) irUT^*. ^(Dtz®. mi
1 ir^Lfc^^ai 1 0 ltt#H8bT<A5.
[0 1 5 7] HI 2tri5l^T. 6 1 a~ 6 1 cttH«S« 1
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©y- h mm,tmmz&it? x>m1 * >

Bl 2IC^T«fcp»C&*M£Lfc/^-><>:L'Tt>&^

[0 15 8] y-h*@6 la~6 1 ct LTlZ&it? >
*;Hg|<!: * ^^©ffiJlBH^ U yf>i?>^f

£>, 3 MmKAT (»^L<«2 /zmJWT) ©«ffl&iS&i|I£

MrfLLoz>mT.mz®nrzmx&z>z.t-t)m$. u^. s

[0159] ^nt^LT. y-hie«§6 2tLty-
h«@6 la~6 lCctOfcfiJS^Ti*^, ttSMKte
7;U = :i^A££j&#£T3£&ll^li£:fej£#<!:-r3

teg#£n&n„ £tc. s&mtmtizz.thts.^oiT'

[0160] *nmm<Dffim£?z>m£;. mmminm
4 (d) (Dxmiz&^xwiimfflmmms 44 zwi&T
zmzm&itxmzft&te&i'K z.<Dm&. y-bmm
6 la~6 lc^MLTc^Tia^S^jDA^CttC^

hm®6 la~6 IciMK'ffcSft* BP*., &

mmm (.mm) rfifcnTLS5±5actt>ft^.
[0 16 1] fLT> Stt<bX8*«ll7Ufc6, =

>{fiz£Q7-hmm6 2*»j«-rntfj:n. £©p#*
Ty-h*«6 la~6 lc£y-hR»6 2t<Dmf&t

- 6 1 a~ 6 1 cfc0f3£oy- h*J££JjPX.£ C t

[0 16 2] *HJfi«©J:-5*:*jiK:«t^Ty-hE*

±TMl:t«iti5. fc*. #3IS£Wc:fci>T@i 2

iZTfivrzmmmmittftw&tt s ejtt* *>©-?«&

#j 1 ~ 3 ©u-rn©^t t senzmfrGfritT^m-r

[0163] CjUJgtfiJ 6 ) HHC*Lfc«|jfifi:*^T.

ffittitlSl 1 fcflDMk:R»t6n*TJMll 2<hL

lC«8lEiWWffl TFT tt*l*MfC«-3 TJfc««£ < ©Wflit

5 KTiftll!l*«»»SS*S#r* FTO**ftt

(13)

24

[oi6 4] nmm^h^m^mmtLxit. b

(*om) . c (ASK) . n (^») a>&atfnfc*i>&

< tfc—0<7)7C^i:> Al . S i (t
m) . P CJ» *»satfnfc4>fc<£'b-0©5c*£:

[0 16 5] 0tJAtf. ^<b7;i^^A (A 1 xNy)
KftSSnST^S^AWSfctt, #HbJ£sSt (S i x

Cy) Kft*3n4i#CKft*!l. ^{tS^ (S i xN
0 y) ic^ssn^siffltfttt. gfb* 1^ (bxn

y) Hft»Sn«*S*©3Mfc«b. U (Bx
Py) KftSt£n3*^PSt©'J Mb«Srffl^*Ct*«pI
flgT$.^„ ftfc, »ft;7^3-C7A (Al xOy) IZft

mznzTjrx^&<Dmimitmyt&\z®n, m&m
m&2 0Wm-lK-lT»0. ffSL^fflO-Otfi
*. fc*S, XfBSfttt^mfC&lAT, x. y«ft«©g

[0 16 6] ±Efl;^*ic«i07t*4ft*^to-a-
*^it>Tfrs. iMfc7;P3=.£Afc3*€:*

20 JbPL-T, A 1 NxOyT*^§n5fftift7;i/5a^i
n t h*imT°&z>o z.mmizhwcmmtzn

Tfr<, *#*7;k&U£JB#©fiL\*l*
*. fc*3, ±8Ha{bKfb7;P5-^AK*ViT, x, y
teffi§c©£!fcT;&5.

[0167] ft fc, 4#MflS 62-90260 ^fcfcffi

«Snfc»»«:fflnsct*«T€r*. EP^< Si, A
1, N, O, M^r^tfitefldBI (fib. M«^±^7c*©
i!>7i< tt>—a, JfftL<«Ce (-fe'J^A) , Yb
Myf^WA) , Sm (U-vU^A) , Er (x;U

30 h*-i7A) , Y W^HJ^A) , La (7>^» > G
d Wh'Ur^A) . Dy (v7>7°n ->>>A) . Nd

[0 16 8] ft7c, '>7^< i:^y-r^^>H^X«7
W7 7x*-*'>i imzy-i^^y KtcttttosE^

**^*i«<. MIiLTg»tt^TJ&5. fit. K

Z^Km^fem (jffftL<«5~ 1.0 0 nm) Tffl^S

[0 16 9] ft7c. ±BttJ»3&»*'bt>#ttj&»Sfc**

[0 17 0] 7^43, *I^Sg0iJ©^«, |^JfiWl~5©
nfnot* t h g i tcja*^fr-y-cuss-f -a ^ t

[0171] mm&n) mm&nxitELmtvxm
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5 -SJHffilftt<£#-r^> TFT&ffl »&l?ntf

[0 17 2] W*«lcS6Ci8»«flE©fi^*6
« e l s nntf. *»wtaw-r* n t tt?r

[0 17 3] ^lUSS^JOmfiKli, ^j6S^Jl~6CD

[0 17 4] C£%0J8) *58E*ISitLTfladc;£nfc

7^r-f 7v h »J ?XlELg*gi (ELiya-

iOELf^xyW (EL%i?3.—;W£&9&A/£X

<&5. ELf^^yHtLtanva^z?, TV

[0 17 5] *^(iJ:i©ELT^7'Kt
^J6T. £^5^ £«ffi£LT'&ir*e>i«>*«

[0176] i 5 fetTpgii ITS, ELf^X
yu-f, M^ti^v. TitfJlX*?,

is* (
;EAW^n>ti-^ > mantes

/^hf^7^ (cd) , v—$-¥47,2 (sstfi

m) (LD) Xlify^M'-ti-^'fJl'f'fX^ (DV
D) *OEfti#*»4b. ^0I«&S*l^5f^

se©0ii$r0i 3 (c^-r.

[0 1 7 7] Ell 3 (A) (J/t-VtJ^yea-^f
& D , *#2 0 0 1. 1*2 0 0 2, 2 0 0 3,

K 2 0 0 4 *^BJ«*^gl5 2 0 0 3C

[0 1 7 8] 0 1 3 (B) [JkT**/7T^0, #ft
2 10 1. 2 10 2, Hf^A^nB 2103, tg{^

X-f-^2 10 4, A, 7f'J-2 10 5, g^tgB2 1 0

6£^tJ„ *5BWS«*«S2 1 0 2Kffl^-SCi3»«T*

[0 17 9] 013 (C) aSBRBlOftttSKOELx-e
X:/WcD-a$ «5tf-{B"J) *#2 3 0 1,

*r-zf)V2 3 0 2, S8BB5£A*> h* 2 3 0 3 . S^^z:
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